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ABSTRACT
We carried out a near-infrared radial velocity search for Jupiter-mass planets around 36 late
M dwarfs. This survey was the first of its kind undertaken to monitor radial velocity vari-
ability of these faint dwarfs. For this unique survey we employed the 10-m Keck II on Mauna
Kea in Hawaii. With a resolution of 20,000 on the near-infrared spectrograph, NIRSPEC, we
monitored these stars over four epochs in 2007. In addition to the measurement of relative
radial velocity we established physical properties of these stars.
The physical properties of M dwarfs we determined included the identification of neutral
atomic lines, the measurement of pseudo-equivalent widths, masses, surface gravity, effective
temperature, absolute radial velocities, rotational velocities and rotation periods. The iden-
tification of neutral atomic lines was carried out using the Vienna Atomic line Database. We
were able to confirm these lines that were previously identified. We also found that some
of the lines observed in the K-type stars, such as Mg I though weak, still persist in late M
dwarfs. Using the measurement of pseudo-equivalent widths (p-EW) of 13 neutral atomic
lines, we have established relations between p-EW and spectral type. Such relations serve
as a tool in determining the spectral type of an unknown dwarf star by means of measuring
its p-EW. We employed the mass-luminosity relation to compute the masses of M dwarfs.
Our calculations indicate these dwarfs to be in the range of 0.1 to 0.07 solar masses. This
suggests that some of the late M dwarfs appear to be in the Brown dwarf regime. Assuming
their radii of 0.1 solar radii, we calculated their surface gravity. The mean surface gravity is,
log g = 5.38. Finally their effective temperature was determined by using the spectral-type
iii
temperature relationship. Our calculations show effective temperatures in the range of 3000
2300 K. Comparison of these values with models in literature show a good agreement.
The absolute radial and rotational velocities of our targets were also calculated. Values
of rotational velocities indicate that M dwarfs are, in general, slow rotators. Using our result
and that from literature, we extended our study of rotational velocities to L dwarfs. Our
observations show an increase in rotational velocities from late M to L dwarfs. We also find
that the mean periods of M dwarfs are less than 10 hours.
In order to improve our precision in measuring relative radial velocity (RV), we employed
the use of deconvolution method. With this method we were able to ameliorate relative RV
precision from 300 m/s to 200 m/s. This was a substantial improvement in our ability to
detect gas-giant planets. However none of the 15 dwarfs we monitored indicate a presence
of companions. This null result was then used to compute the upper limit to the binary
frequency and close-in Jupiter mass planetary frequency. We find the binary frequency to
be 11% while the planetary frequency was 1.20%.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides a background to our work. It gives a historical perspective to the de-
velopment of spectrographs, reviews the physical properties of M dwarfs, the first detections
of planets around stars, discusses the relevance to the search for planets around low-mass
stars and briefly talks about the dominant method currently in use to detect planets.
1.1 Historical Perspective
The development of astronomical spectroscopes and spectrographs had a humble beginning
with the experiments undertaken by Isaac Newton (1642-1726) to study the properties of
light. Using a glass prism, Newton investigated the dispersion of Sun’s light by projecting
it onto the wall. He realized that though white light seems colorless to the eye, it consists
of colors that are mixed heterogeneously (Hearnshaw, 2009). Newton’s work with light took
him to the analysis of stellar spectra (Newton, 1672). During his study of star’s spectrum,
Newton realized that spectroscopy of stars would be more effective if the prism was mounted
onto a telescope. The telescope, as a receptacle, would increase the collection of light and
reduce the diffraction of starlight caused by the atmosphere. Much of the 18th century and
the beginning of the 19th century saw the development of prism spectrographs. These new
instruments helped in the research on solar spectrum, notably, a detailed analysis carried
out by Gustav Kirchhoff (1827-1887) in Heidelberg (Kirchoff, 1861a,a,b).
During the time of Kirchhoff, some astronomers began venturing in the study of stellar
spectra by mounting prism spectrographs onto their refracting telescopes. One such as-
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tronomer was William Huggins (1824-1910). Along with the assistance of William Miller
(1817-1870) he constructed a stellar spectroscope and mounted it on a 20 cm telescope
(Huggins and Miller, 1864a,b). Using the small telescope, Huggins and Miller carried out a
qualitative analysis of the chemical composition of stars (Huggins and Miller, 1864a).
However, a detailed and a quantitative study of stars and their composition is attributed
to Huggins and Miller’s contemporary, a Jesuit priest, Angelo Secchi (Hearnshaw, 2009). In
Rome, Secchi mounted his spectroscope on the 24 cm Merz refractor at the Collegio Romano
Observatory (Secchi, 1863, 1866). Secchi pioneered spectral classification by categorizing over
4,000 stars into three groups (Secchi, 1866). These groups were based on features identified
in stellar spectra. Stellar classification groups called types or class were referred to as I,
II and III (Secchi, 1863, 1866). Stars in type I were white and blue in color; type II were
yellow while type III were orange and red. Secchi described stars belonging to type III as
red stars with wide absorption bands in their spectrum. These bands were later identified
as absorption lines due to titanium oxide (TiO) by Fowler (Fowler, 1904). The spectral
classification scheme designed by W. Fleming (Fleming, 1917) divided type I and II into
eleven sub-classes from A to K, skipping J (Pickering, 1890). The type I was comprised of
stars, A to early F while type II were stars of late F to K (Pickering, 1890). The type III
then came to be called the M spectral type. In addition to stellar features, the types also
indicate temperature and size of the star. Type I consists of the biggest stars in size and the
hottest. Type II includes intermediate stars while type III is comprised of dwarfs and are
cooler in temperature than types I & II.
Early stellar spectroscopy was carried out in the optical wavelengths using small tele-
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scopes. Thus these observations were limited to the brightest objects. Much of the M-type
objects categorized by Secchi (Secchi, 1863, 1866) were M giants and supergiants rather than
dwarfs. These included Betelgeuse (α Orionis), Ras Algethi (α Herculis) and Menacer (α
Ceti). This erroneous category remained for the next 37 years. Hertzsprung (Hertzsprung,
1905) and Russell (Russell, 1911) independently showed that when stellar luminosity was
plotted against spectral type (temperature indicator) or color the diagram differentiated gi-
ants and supergiants from dwarfs. The Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram showed the M
spectral type to lie at the bottom of the Main Sequence. With the arrival of more sophis-
ticated instruments through advancement of technology, parallaxes of many proper motion
stars were determined through precision astrometric calculations. Some of the faint M dwarfs
lying in the vicinity of the Sun were closely monitored like the Lalande 21185 (Winnecke,
1858; Kapteyn, 1890; Flint, 1920). Another M dwarf named Groombridge 34 was studied ex-
tensively and it became the first M dwarf to have its spectrum taken and analyzed (Russell,
1905). By the end of 1930 almost a hundred M dwarfs were classified (Adams, 1913).
1.2 Physical Properties of M Dwarfs
The late nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century saw the emergence of
spectroscopic study of stars. With the technology at the time, all observations were carried
out in the optical. This bias towards optical wavelengths posed no restriction as stars of
type I and II are bright in the visible. However the spectral energy distribution of M dwarfs
peaks in the near-infrared region (∼ 1 µm) (Dahn et al., 1986; Leggett and Hawkins, 1988).
Initially this posed a problem as bright red giants were mistakenly classified as dwarfs. But
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with infrared technology far ahead in the future, astronomers had little choice but to use the
optical wavelengths to spectroscopically classify M dwarfs. With lower temperatures, the M
dwarfs have an abundance of lines in their spectra, particularly molecular transition bands
such as TiO and VO.
1.2.1 Effective Temperature
Most of the information about a star comes from the photometric or spectroscopic obser-
vations of the photosphere (Reid, 2005). The photosphere is a small region sandwiched
between the convection zone and the chromosphere. It is this part that emits the radiation
and moderates the energy flow emanating within the star. It also produces the line and
continuum spectrum that we observe in spectroscopy. The photosphere of an M dwarf is
fairly attenuated due to its high gravity and pressure (Reid, 2005). For comparison, the pho-
tosphere of the Sun is few hundred kilometers with a surface gravity, log g, of ∼4 while that
of an M dwarf lies between 100-200 km and a mean log g of ∼5 (Reid, 2005). The study of
the photosphere is important as it gives information about the star’s effective temperature,
surface gravity and mean metallicity. From these quantities physical properties like mean
radius, mass and absolute luminosity can be determined.
By the early part of the twentieth century it became clear that stars did not radiate
as perfect blackbodies as their spectral energy distribution did not match the blackbody
spectrum. In 1937, the work by Rupert Wildt (Wildt, 1937) on stellar ionization showed
that the opacity due to the H− ion found in stars and cool M dwarfs alike was the cause of
this deviation. The H− ion has a loose electron bound to a neutral hydrogen atom. Wildt
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calculated the ionization energy and found that a photon of energy Eion ≥ 0.7 or with a λ <
1.7 µm will easily ionize the H− ion. From the wavelength it became clear that the photon
could be optical or near infrared. Taking into account the opacity of H− ion did solve the
problem behind the spectral energy distribution (SED) of stars, however the H− ion opacity
alone was not enough to account for the SED of M dwarfs. With cooler temperatures, the
spectrum of M dwarfs is dominated by many closely spaced absorption lines of molecular
and atomic species such as Ca I, Na I, K I, TiO, VO, H2O and FeH. They absorb photons
at shorter wavelengths and re-emit in the near infrared. This re-emission shifts the SED to
near infrared (Reid, 2005).
With the advent of computers theoretical models were developed to explain the observed
spectra. Models by Mould (Mould, 1975, 1976a,b) made use of Kurucz ATLAS code (Kurucz,
1973, 1979). This code had an extensive atomic and molecular line list. With the M dwarf
spectra in the optical (4000 A˚ to 9000 A˚) being dominated by numerous transitions of TiO,
Mould considered TiO as a good indicator of temperature. The TiO begins to emerge in
mid-K and strengthen until M6. Mould’s models prevailed for the next 20 years. It was later
shown by Brett (Brett, 1989; Brett and Plez, 1993) that Mould’s models worked well with
early type stars but did not fit well to M dwarfs due to lack of molecular opacities.
Work by Allard and Hauschildt improved the models by using an extensive line list of
water and TiO in their PHOENIX code (Allard and Hauschildt, 1995). The group did
further improvement to their model by including a more comprehensive line list and taking
into account the opacity of all molecules for temperatures greater than 3000 K. This new
code was published under the name of NEXtGen in 1999 (Hauschildt et al., 1999). The
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NEXtGen has remained a standard code for modeling M dwarf atmospheres.
Temperature can be determined through two independent methods of observations, namely
photometry and spectroscopy. Models can be applied to either method for comparison. In
this thesis, I restrict myself to determination of temperature through spectroscopy.
The spectral observations of M dwarfs were carried in the optical. With the dominance of
TiO bands as seen in the models of Mould, Boeshaar (Boeshaar, 1976a) also considered TiO
as the primary indicator of temperature. However Boeshaar observed that another molecular
transition, VO strengthens in late M dwarfs and weakens in late L dwarfs. Using TiO bands
for early M dwarfs and taking a ratio of VO to TiO for late M dwarfs, Boeshaar (Boeshaar,
1976a) classified the early to mid-M dwarfs. Later using the CaOH bands Boeshaar & Tyson
(Boeshaar and Tyson, 1985) classified the late M dwarfs. It was therefore considered that
M dwarfs are stars with effective temperatures less than 3700 K.
1.2.2 Gravity, Mass and Radii
The variation of line strengths of TiO or H20 line is more sensitive to temperature and
metallicity rather than to gravity. Therefore determination of gravity through spectroscopy
requires a new of high-resolution observations. (Valenti et al., 1998) carried out an optical
spectroscopic study of TiO bands and Ti I and Fe I lines in M3.5 star, Gliese 725B. Using
high resolution observations (R = 120,000) and fitting the spectra using the NEXtGen model
atmosphere grid they found the effective temperature to be 3202 ± 70 K and surface gravity,
log g = 4.82 ± 0.14.
Another method of determining surface gravity deals with finding the mass or the radius
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of the star. Using photometry Leggett et al. (1996) used the H-R diagram to obtain the
luminosity (V and R mag.) of their object. They then used the empirical mass-luminosity
relationship established by Henry and McCarthy (1993) to determine the mass. They com-
pared their mass estimates with the evolutionary track models by Baraffe et al. (1995). The
evolutionary track model for very low mass stars (0.07 < M /M < 0.6) gives an empirical
relation between mass and radii. Obtaining the radii for their targets and using the relation,
g =
GM
R2
(1.1)
they were able to estimate the surface gravity.
If the bolometric luminosity and the temperature of the targets are known, one can
determine the radii from the relation, F = L/4piR2. Using the empirical mass-luminosity
relationship (Henry and McCarthy, 1993) the mass can be determined. Once the mass and
the radius is know, eq. (1.1) can be employed to find surface gravity. The surface gravity of
the M dwarf spectral type ranges from ∼4.8 for early M to ∼5.0 for late-M dwarfs. We clearly
see an increasing trend in surface gravity among late M dwarfs. Their masses decrease with
increasing spectral type from 0.60 M to ∼0.075 M at M9.0. The lower mass limit is close
to 0.072 M, the minimum hydrogen-burning mass (MHB) limit (Kumar and Upton, 1963;
Kumar, 1963a,b). An object below the MHB is unable to sustain thermonuclear reaction.
Such an object is known as a Brown Dwarf (Tarter, 1978). Thus by definition of a star,
objects below MBH are not considered stars. M dwarfs therefore lie at the bottom of the
main-sequence and are considered low-mass stars. The radii of M dwarfs also decreases with
mass. They range from ∼0.42 R to ∼0.1 R.
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1.2.3 Metallicity
The metallicity, Z of an object is defined as the ratio of metals (C, O, Fe) to the total mass,
M of the star. Metallicity of an object is a good indicator of an age. Metal-poor stars are
considered old while metal-rich stars are young. Alternately, metallicity is also defined in
terms of metal abundance a star may have with respect to the Sun. This is given by the
equation,
[m/H] = log10
(
nm
nH
)
− log10
(
nm
nH
)

(1.2)
where m represents any metal a star may have. The equation assumes that the distribution
of metals the star has is that of the Sun. The ratio [m/H] for the Sun is assumed to be zero.
If the ratio is greater than 0, the star is considered metal-rich else it is metal-poor.
1.3 Formation and Evolution of M dwarfs
Star formation is a fundamental astrophysical process, which enables recycling for interstellar
dust and gas through its creation. The outcome of this process is also the formation of brown
dwarfs, gas-giants and terrestrial planets. The theory of star formation is beyond the scope
of this thesis however we will summarize here the four main stages.
1.3.1 Formation Process
Giant molecular clouds (GMC) constitute the raw material from which the stars arise. These
clouds have masses between 105 and ∼3 × 106 M and sizes ranging in few parsecs (Solomon
et al. 1985). Cold clouds (T < 10 K) tend to be distributed throughout the galactic disk
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while warm clouds (T > 20 K) are found in the spiral arms of the galaxy. These clouds
are supported through magnetic fields. Observations suggest that GMCs are inhomogeneous
and are composed of smaller dense clouds called cores. The process of formation begins with
attraction of these cores within the clouds. Through conservation of angular momentum,
these cores begin to rotate and merge.
The second phase begins when these merging cores become gravitationally unstable.
They collapse inside out (Shu et al., 1987) to produce an extremely dense core called a
protostar. As the collapse progresses, the surrounding cloud forms an accretion disk around
the protostar. The falling material converts gravitational potential energy to kinetic energy
which is directly converted to heat. As the accretion continues the temperature and pressure
rises at the core of the protostar. As the temperature rise to a critical temperature of T ∼
4 × 105 deuterium is fused (Chabrier et al., 2000). In the case of M dwarfs, this deuterium-
burning phase makes the star completely convective. The convective phase distributes the
temperature evenly throughout the star and creates a dynamo effect. This effect produces
stellar winds.
The third phase begins as the accretion of mass creates enough pressure and temperature
to ignite hydrogen and thus taking the star to the Main Sequence phase. At this stage the
star begins to settle. This is indicated by its observed non-varying luminosity. The stellar
winds drive the disk away from it thus disrupting the accretion of gas onto the star. The
final phase is the clearing of circumstellar material in the accretion disk through formation
of planets, brown dwarfs or stellar binaries.
The process of formation for a 0.1 M is indicated in figure 1. As the protostar begins
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Figure 1.1: The evolution of 0.1 M on a H-R diagram. The star begins its life on the
convective Hayashi track, reaches the main sequence track at ZAMS and eventually ends at
a helium-rich white dwarf. The inset shows the consumption of H and He at the core of the
star. Permission for the figure taken from (Laughlin et al., 1997)
to stabilize it follows the convective Hayashi track. It reaches the Zero Age Main Sequence
(ZAMS) after contracting for 2 Gyr. and stabilizes. Stars with masses of 0.1 M can remain
on the Main Sequence for 1000 Gyr or 1 trillion years (Laughlin et al., 1997).
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1.3.2 Post Main Sequence Evolution
A detailed study on the post main sequence evolution of M dwarfs is given by Laughlin et al.
(1997). M dwarfs live a very long life, in fact the first M dwarfs which evolved after the
Big Bang are still on the main sequence. Observations of their aging therefore is extremely
difficult. Here we highlight only the main points as we track their evolution.
The post main sequence evolution of a 0.1 M is illustrated in figure 1. After a rapid
contraction as it traverses the convective Hayashi track, the M dwarf slows down until it
reaches the main sequence indicated by the ZAMS point in the figure. Here it sits for the
next 1 trillion years through conversion of H to 3He. As M dwarfs are convective, they is able
to maintain a homogeneous composition. However production of 3He leads to an increase in
average molecular weight and thus it grows continuously hotter. The increase in temperature
is seen in the observed increase in luminosity. At this point the M dwarf leaves the main
sequence.
Over time, the temperature reaches a critical temperature which allows consumption of
3He into 4He. 4He then becomes the dominant source of energy. However the larger density
of 4He lowers the opacity in the star to such an extend that the star develops a radiative
core. This transition marks a decrease in luminosity which occurs at 5.74 trillion years.
The radiative core causes the star to contract thereby increasing its luminosity. Through
the process of 4He consumption, the star continually contracts. The contraction stops when
it is supported by degenerate pressure. Further contraction of the star does not lead to
higher temperature and thus the temperature and luminosity of the star begins to decline.
This turning point is observed at 6.1 trillion years. At this point it reaches the maximum
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temperature of ∼5800 K, the temperature of present-day Sun. The hydrogen shell sustains
it for some time as it contracts further. The eventual end of an M dwarf is a dense helium
white dwarf. It is interesting to note that the efficiency of H to He conversion is very efficient.
The helium white dwarf would have composition of 99% helium and 1% hydrogen by mass
(Laughlin et al., 1997).
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1.4 State-of-the Art at the Beginning of My Thesis
The first exoplanet was discovered by Alexander Wolszczan in 1992 orbiting a pulsar PSR
1257+12. Later he discovered two more what was then considered the first observed plan-
etary system outside our own. However the most celebrated discovery came in 1995 when
Mayor and Queloz (1995) observed a jupiter-size planet orbiting a solar-like star. Since then
exoplanet planet surveys have discovered over 400 planets around various stars.
1.4.1 Radial Velocity Technique
The discovery of 51 Peg b (Mayor and Queloz, 1995), a Jupiter-size planet in 1995, kick-
started the search for extrasolar planets. Over a decade many techniques for planet detection
have emerged. However Radial Velocity (RV) or Doppler Velocimetry technique has by far
been the most popular.
The expression in deriving the radial velocity of the star begins with its position as a
function of time on the line of sight. In terms of polar coordinates, such a position is written
as:
z(t) = rsin(v(t) + ω)× sin(i) (1.3)
where v is the angular position of the object with respect to the origin and the angles
ω and i are around the normal to the plane of the orbit and the line of sight, respectively.
Kepler’s second law of areas can be written in the following way:
r2
dv
dt
= 2pi
a2
√
1− e2
P
(1.4)
where P is the period of an elliptical orbit of eccentricity e, a is the semi-major axis. Using
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Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) we obtain the equation for the star’s radial velocity:
Vr =
2pi
P
a?sin(i)√
1− e2 [cos(v + ω) + e · cos(ω)] (1.5)
For what follows we define:
K? =
2pi
P
a?sin(i)√
1− e2 (1.6)
Using Kepler’s third law, which connects orbital period with the masses of the star, m? and
mp, we have:
4pi2a3
G(m? +mp)
= P 2 (1.7)
where a = a?+ap and m? · ap. Substituting these in the above equation gives us,
a3? =
P 2G
4pi2
m3p
(m? +mp)2
(1.8)
Finally using Eqs. (1.5) and (1.8) we obtain:
(mpsin(i))
3
(m? +mp)2
=
P
2piG
K3?(1− e2)3/2 (1.9)
We can rearrange to write the above equation in terms of the reflex radial velocity parameter,
K? as:
K? =
(
2piG
P
)1/3
mp · sin(i)
(m? +mp)2/3
(1− e2)1/2 (1.10)
=
(
Ga
m? +mp
)1/2
(1− e2)1/2mp · sin(i) (1.11)
From the above equation two things become clear: (1) we cannot simultaneously determine
m? and mp; (2) without knowing the inclination angle i, we can only determine the minimum
mass of the planet. However most often, m?  mp and so the Eq. 1.11 can be simplified
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and written as:
mpsin(i) ≈
(
P
2piG
)1/3
K?m
2/3
?
√
1− e2 (1.12)
If we neglect the mass of the planet relative to the mass of the star, and assume circular
orbit (e = 0), we can obtain the planet’s semi-major by using Kepler’s third law:
ap =
(
G
4pi2
)1/3
P 2/3m1/3? (1.13)
The radial velocity induced by Jupiter (mp = 317 M⊕, ap = 5 A.U.) on the Sun is 12.5
m/s, while that induced 51 Peg b ( mp = 130 M⊕, ap = 0.05 A.U.) is 50.2 m/s. At 1 A.U.
the Earth induces a radial velocity 0.09 m/s. This clearly suggests that RV technique is
biased towards heavy planets and works best for planets closer in orbit around the star.
Measuring velocities at tens of meters per second requires high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). With telescopes of 10-m class have a limit to observing stars fainter than V >
12 magnitudes. Such a condition eliminates all stars with spectral type lower than K. In
addition to high SNR, radial velocity accuracy depends on strong and narrow spectral lines.
Stars with temperatures higher than ∼8000 K, such as A-type stars have very few atomic
absorption features. In addition they are also fast rotator which broaden the spectral lines.
Stars on the giant branch have very hostile environment and therefore it is unlikely such stars
will harbor planets. Such a selection criteria has restricted RV surveys mostly for searching
planets around F, G and K dwarfs with the exception of few bright early M dwarfs.
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1.4.2 Radial Velocity Surveys
The discovery of 51 Peg b (Mayor and Queloz, 1995) through radial velocity technique
brought about an influx of searches for planets around F, G and K stars. The early surveys
were carried out by Noyes et al. (1997) using the Advanced Fiber Optic Echelle (AFOE)
spectrograph mounted on 60-inch telescope. WIth a precision of 10 m/s, they monitored
about 100 F, G, and K dwarfs with magnitudes less than 7. They discovered four planets
including a 7.2 MJ planet orbiting a F7V star (Korzennik et al., 2000). The CORALIE survey
for southern extrasolar planets (Udry et al., 2000) made use of the optical spectrograph
mounted on a 1.2-m telescope in Chile. This survey observed a sample of over 1600 stars in
the southern hemisphere and discovered several Jupiter-mass and two Saturn-mass planets.
The Lick survey at the Lick Observatory began in 1987 (Butler and Marcy, 1996) by
monitoring 107 main sequence F - M type stars. They survey obtained a radial velocity
precision of 10-15 m/s however after the upgrades on the Hamilton spectrograph optics in
1994, this precision increased to 3 - 5 m/s (Fischer, 2001). From a sample of 107 stars,
eight extrasolar planets were detected. The McDonald Observatory program to search for
exoplanets headed by Cochran et al. (1997a) observed a sample of 32 stars. They discovered a
planetary mass mass companion around a solar-type star. This program was later expanded
to include the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET).
The Keck Planet Survey began in 1996 with the use of High Resolution Echelle Spec-
trometer (HiRES) with a spectral resolution, R ∼80,000 in the optical wavelength region.
(Vogt et al., 1994; Vogt, 2002; Vogt et al., 2002) (Marcy et al., 2000). With a long term
precision of 3 m/s, the program surveyed about 650 main sequence dwarfs which ranging
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from late-F to mid-M. Another Keck survey began in 1997 (Mazeh et al., 2000) with a sam-
ple of 1000 G dwarfs. This search yielded a detection of one planet. In collaboration with
Lick and Keck Observatories, the Anglo-Australian Planet Search (AAPS) observed 178 F,
G and K and 23 M dwarfs in the Southern Hemisphere. They reported discovery of many
exoplanets including a detection of two Jupiter-mass planets with orbital periods larger than
1 year (Tinney et al., 2002) and three low-mass planets with periods ranging between 20 and
130 days (Tinney et al., 2005), (Jones et al., 2003), (McCarthy et al., 2003) (Jones et al.,
2002a,b). Most of the surveys during that time, like those by (Perrier et al., 2003), (Hatzes
et al., 2003) and (Pepe et al., 2004) concentrated their efforts on looking at a large sample
of F, G and K dwarfs.
The McDonald Observatory program started by W. Cochran (Cochran et al., 1997b)
expanded to include the HET. The HET program was the first of its kind dedicated to
search for planets around M dwarfs. The survey looked for radial velocity variation in the
sample of 100 early M dwarfs (M0 - M4). Of the 39 stars they observed in 2003, five stars
indicated a larger RV scatter. They have been monitoring these candidates. One such
candidate GJ436 showed a RV variability but follow-up observations did not confirm the
variation. A Neptune size planet, GJ436 b, was discovered later by Butler et al. (2004).
Another planet GJ 436 c Ribas et al. (2008) is though to exist with a close orbit and mass
in the ∼5 M⊕.
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1.5 Open Questions and Goals of My Thesis
1.5.1 Are there planets around late-M dwarfs?
Numerous radial velocity surveys over a decade helped discover over 300 planets around
F, G and K stars. Though some planets were also discovered around M dwarfs, given the
limitations set by these optical surveys only early M dwarfs have been observed. As figure
1.2 shows, so far no planets around late M dwarfs have been discovered. By monitoring a
sample of 37 M dwarfs over a period of one year, we plan to search for these elusive gas giant
and populate the late-M dwarf region in figure 1.2. In addition this will help us determine
the frequency of gas-giants in the close vicinity of late M dwarfs.
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Figure 1.2: shows the distribution of planets discovered by spectral type. Notice the lack of
planets in the late M dwarfs spectral type.
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CHAPTER 2: OBSERVATIONS
M dwarfs are considered the most ubiquitous objects as they make up over 70% of all stars
in the Milky Way (Henry, 2007). There are an estimated 204 M dwarfs within 10 parsecs of
the Sun (Reid, 2005). M dwarfs are cool (Teff ≤ 3600 K), (Basri et al., 2000; Casagrande
et al., 2008); intrinsically faint objects in the optical but brighter in the infrared (Reid et al.,
2001) as their spectral energy distribution peaks around 2 µm (Dahn et al., 1986); (Leggett
and Hawkins, 1988)). Thus, infrared is best suited for studying these dwarf stars ((Hatzes,
2005)). As seen in section 1.4.2, the focus of radial velocity surveys over the last decade
has been to search for planets around F, G and K stars in the optical wavelength region.
Some of these surveys did include M spectral type (e.g (Delfosse et al., 1998a; Marcy et al.,
1998, 2001; Rivera et al., 2005; Butler et al., 2004, 2006; Bonfils et al., 2005)) but restricted
themselves to early-type dwarfs. As a consequence these surveys had a small sample of M
dwarfs.
To obtain a global understanding of the planet formation process, we must search for
planets around a wide-range of stellar parameters such as spectral types, masses, metallicities
and distances. With on-going searches around F, G, K stars, and early M dwarfs, and given
a much better prospect of observing dwarfs in the infrared, we took a logical step to push
the RV surveys of M dwarfs (Deshpande et al., 2008) to the infrared domain.
This chapter talks about the criteria used for selecting our targets for the project, lists
the observing log and briefly highlights the instrument employed for our observations.
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2.1 Sample Selection
The selection of our sample was carried out by taking into account the following conditions:
1. Spectral Types: Keeping with the goal of the project, we restricted our targets to
spectral types, M5.0-M9.5. Figure 2.1 below shows the distribution of our targets over
the M dwarf spectral range. As can be seen more than 50% of the targets have spectral
types between M7-M9.5, indicating an emphasis of planet search around late-M dwarfs.
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Figure 2.1: The spectral distribution of our targets with respect to spectral type. The figure
shows the emphasis on late M dwarfs
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2. Magnitudes: The exposure time of a target depends on its magnitude. Larger the
magnitude, longer is the exposure time. Based on the previous work ((Zapatero Osorio
et al., 2006a), (Mart´ın et al., 2006)), we were able to select optimal J-mag. for our
sample such that we maximized the signal-to-noise (SNR) for the shortest possible
exposure time. Our sample had a J-mag. range of 7.16 - 13.15. For the faintest star,
the exposure time was 300 seconds per co-add with SNR of 100.
3. Distances: With a large population of M dwarfs in the close vicinity of the Sun
((Henry, 2007); (Reid, 2005)), we decided to restrict our sample to distances of less
than 30 parsecs.
4. Stellar properties: Active stars are generally removed from the list of candidates
because they show considerable radial velocity scatter due to star spots, plage and
convection. This scatter can amount to several tens of m s−1 (Hatzes et al., 2003).
Such variations can therefore complicate the signal due to an exoplanet (Queloz et al.
2000). In some cases small variation in the RV signal from a genuine exoplanet may
be misinterpreted as activity (Walker et al., 1992; Hatzes et al., 2003). For example,
sun spots have a period (Sterken, 2005) similar to the orbital motion of Jupiter. Thus
an RV signal induced by Jupiter on the Sun could easily be misinterpreted as activity
when the latter is observed from a large distance ((Hatzes, 2005)). Stellar activity can
also distort features in spectral lines giving an erroneous indication of exoplanet (Saar
and Fischer, 2000), (Hatzes, 1996, 2002). With these factors in mind, we decided to
22
restrict our search around inactive stars.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between a fast rotator (blue) and a slow rotator (red)
Other factor that needs to be taken into account is the exclusion of fast rotators. Figure
2.1 below shows a comparison between a fast rotator, (blue) and the slow rotator (red).
Both stars are of spectral type M8.0 however the fast rotator shows smoothed and
blended stellar features. A feature around 12455 A˚ consists of two or more lines in the
red spectrum however they appear as one broad line in the blue spectrum. Thus fast
rotators tend to have smooth and blended lines in their spectra. Such lack of features in
their spectra hampers the calculations of radial velocity of these fast rotators (Marilli
et al., 2007).
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5. Instrument & Telescope: The sample selection is also dependent on the type of
telescope and the instrument used for observations. Precise RV measurements requires
sufficiently high SNR in the spectra (Cochran et al., 2004) and therefore, it is necessary
to use a large telescope. With this in mind, we decided to use the 10-m Keck telescope
in Hawaii.
The second important choice was the use of a cross-dispersed echelle spectrometer. The
echelle spectrometer offers two benefits: (1) high resolution; and (2) wide wavelength
coverage obtained in a single exposure. The near infrared spectrometer NIRSPEC
housed on Keck II telescope gave us the high-resolution and the wavelength coverage
needed for our observations.
2.2 The NIRSPEC Instrument
The observations were carried out using the near-infrared spectrometer NIRSPEC (McLean
et al., 1998, 2000b) installed at the Keck II 10-m telescope in Hawaii. NIRSPEC is a
cryogenically cooled (30 K) cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph with an ALADDIN-3 InSb
1024×1024, 27 µm detector. In the echelle mode we used the NIRSPEC-3 blocking filter
which approximates the J-band with a wavelength range of 11430 - 13750 A˚. The echelle
was fixed at 63 ◦ with the cross-disperser set at ∼ 34 ◦. A simplified 3D schematic diagram
of the instrument is shown in Figure 2.3 (McLean et al., 1998). The top right of the figure
shows the ALADDIN InSb 1024 × 1024 detector. The cross-disperser can be seen below it.
The filter wheel and the echelle grating mechanism are on the left of the figure. The whole
assembly is set on top of a liquid nitrogen container and resides in a vacuum chamber.
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For observations, the entrance slit width was chosen to be 0”.432 for a slit length of 12”.
Such a setup provides a wavelength range of ∼ 11500-13600 A˚ split into 11 echelle orders
(McLean et al., 2007).
Figure 2.3: A simplified schematic diagram of the NIRSPEC instrument (Image courtesy:
(McLean et al., 1998)
Table 2.1 lists the echelle orders, the associated wavelength ranges and their nominal
dispersion values. The resolving power (R = λ/∆λ) of the spectra for this setup was ∼
20,000. The variation in the resolution was calculated to be R = 17,800 at 11480 A˚ to R
= 22,700 at 13460 A˚ ((Lyubchik et al., 2007; Zapatero Osorio et al., 2006b). As can be
seen from the Table 2.1, the nominal dispersion increases with increasing wavelength. This
means that for a given slit aperture, the nominal dispersion slightly degrades towards longer
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wavelengths.
Table 2.1: NIRSPEC Echelle Orders in J-band
Order Wavelength Range Wavelength Interval Nominal Dispersion
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚ pixel−1)
65 11649.6-118207 171.1 0.1673
64 11829.3-12001.1 171.8 0.1701
63 12016.8-12193.8 177.0 0.1730
62 12209.3-12389.9 180.6 0.1760
61 12408.1-12591.3 183.2 0.1788
60 12613.7-12799.9 186.2 0.1820
59 12826.2-13015.1 188.9 0.1850
58 13044.7-13227.0 192.3 0.1881
57 13262.7-13462.5 199.8 0.1914
The increase in wavelength interval with respect to the order as seen in column 3 of Table
2.1 can be explained by looking at the setup of the near-infrared spectrometer. Figure 2.4
obtained from NIRSPEC Echelle Format Simulator program (ref. Keck Observatory) shows
the echelle orders (green) and the area of the detector (blue) that is being exposed. The
orders begin with 56 (∼ 13700 A˚) at the top of the figure and go all the way to order 66 (∼
11456 A˚) at the bottom. The detector does not expose the entire length of the order but
misses the extremities of most. This configuration creates a disjoint in wavelength values
between orders as can be seen in the second column of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4: The plot shows the distribution of our targets with respect to spectral type.
Figure 2.5. (ref. Keck Observatory) shows a plot of transmission percentage versus
wavelength for the J-band. The transparency is maximum when the transmission is 100 %.
The transmission profiles of the atmosphere (blue), the J-band blocking filter (green), the
cross disperser (black) and the echelle grating (red)can be seen in Figure 2.4. Note that the
addition of each component decreases the transmission.
2.3 Observations
The survey was granted one and half nights for semester 2007A and two nights for semester
2007B. This gave us a total of three and half nights of NASA Keck time for the year. The
allotted time enabled us a total of seven epochs, particularly April 30, June 24 and 25,
27
Figure 2.5: Plots of transmission profiles such as J-band (green), cross disperser (black) and
the echelle grating (red) are compared to the atmospheric transmission (blue).
October 26 and 27, and December 22 and 23. We had technical difficulties on April 30th
and June 24 such as crashing of the computer in the middle of observations. Additionally on
June 24th the arc lamp was not responding to the commands given by the software. These
produced differences in wavelength solutions between the target and the telluric standard.
They were later corrected before computing RVs (see Chapter 5 for more details). We had
nearly no observations in the month of December due to overcast conditions. However we
were able to salvage an hour in the two half nights allotted to us. Our performance in terms
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of targets observed is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Observations of M dwarfs (yellow) and the telluric-standards (purple) are plotted
against the epochs of observation
2.3.1 Observing List
Table 2.2 shows the Keck/NIRSPEC log of our observations. The log is sorted by increasing
Right Ascension. For targets with more than one observation, each epoch is sorted by
decreasing SNR. In the first column, the object are listed by their 2MASS (Skrutskie et al.
2006) catalogue names. Targets with known alternate names are listed in column two while
the third column lists their spectral type. References for each spectral type is included in
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column seven. The exposure times and the observation dates are given in columns four and
five, respectively.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter we looked at the selection criteria we imposed in selecting our sample. With
our focus on late M dwarfs, our radial velocity survey was very unique when compared to
other on-going surveys as discussed in section 1.4.2. Though we had successful observations
in June and October, April and December saw technical difficulties and overcast conditions,
respectively. This restriced us to only 13 stars with two epochs and two stars with three
epochs. We also looked closely at the instrument, NIRSPEC (McLean et al., 1998). During
the time of our observations NIRSPEC with a resolution of ∼ 20,000 was considered high-
resolution spectrograph. But since the advent of high resolution spectrographs such as the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) Cryogenic Infrared Echelle Spectrograph (CRIRES)
with a resolution of upto 100,000 (Kaeufl et al. 2004), the resolution of NIRSPEC now is
considered to be medium resolution. We discuss more about this in Chapter 6. Nonetheless
with observation of over 50 targets, we made use of two reduction tools, the REDSPEC
(Prato et al. 2004) and the echelle reduction method (e.g Aoki et al.2006) in IRAF1. Our
reduction method, and comparison between the two methods is described in Chapter 3.
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the As-
sociation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation
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Table 2.2. Keck/NIRSPEC Observing Log
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Texp (sec) Obs. Date SpT. Ref.
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 100 2007 Jun. 24 Crifo et al., 2008
M5.5 100 2007 Jun. 25
M5.5 300 2007 Oct. 26
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 70 2007 Jun. 25 Leggett 1992
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 200 2007 Jun. 25 West et al. 2008
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 120 2007 Jun. 24 Gizis et al. 2000
M8.0 120 2007 Jun. 25
M8.0 300 2007 Oct. 26
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Cruz & Reid, 2002
M9.0 300 2007 Oct. 27
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 300 2007 Oct. 26 Allen et al. 2007
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 300 2007 Oct. 27 Reid et al. 2002
M6.5 300 2007 Oct. 27
2MJ0253+2713 - M8.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Allen et al. 2007
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Kirkpatrick et al. 1995
M8.0 300 2007 Oct. 27
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.2. Keck/NIRSPEC Observing Log (continued...)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Texp (sec) Obs. Date SpT. Ref.
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Allen et al., 2007
M9.0 300 2007 Oct. 27
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Gizis et al., 2000
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 300 2007 Oct. 27 Caballero 2007
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 300 2007 Oct. 26 Schmidt et al., 2007
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 300 2007 Oct. 27 Gizis et al., 2000
2MJ04402-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Gizis et al., 2000
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 300 2007 Oct. 26 Schmidt et al., 2007
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 250 2007 Oct. 27 Schmidt et al., 2007
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 300 2007 Oct. 27 Gizis & Reid 1997
2MJ1016+2751 LHS2243 M8.0 450 2007 Oct. 27 Kirkpatrick et al., 1995
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 120 2007 Apr. 30 Basri 2001
M6.5 30 2007 Dec. 22
M6.5 30 2007 Dec. 22
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 120 2007 Apr. 30 Basri 2001
M5.0 300 2007 Dec. 22
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.2. Keck/NIRSPEC Observing Log (continued...)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Texp (sec) Obs. Date SpT. Ref.
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 300 2007 Apr. 30 Kirkpatrick et al., 1991
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 200 2007 Apr. 30 Kirkpatrick et al., 1995
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 300 2007 Apr. 30 Gizis et al., 2000
- M7.5 300 2007 Jun. 24
DENIS-J1552-2623 LP860-41 M6.0 300 2007 Apr. 30 Crifo et al. 2008
DENIS-J1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 200 2007 Apr. 30 Phan Bao et al., 2006
M5.0 200 2007 Jun. 25
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 300 2007 Jun. 24
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 120 2007 Jun. 24 Gizis et al., 2000
M7.5 250 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 120 2007 Jun.24 Reid et al., 2003
M8.5 120 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 300 2007 Jun. 24 Gizis et al., 2000
M8.0 300 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 120 2007 Jun. 25 Kirkpatrick 1991
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 300 2007 Jun. 24 Cruz et al., 2003
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.2. Keck/NIRSPEC Observing Log (continued...)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Texp (sec) Obs. Date SpT. Ref.
- M8.0 300 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 120 2007 Jun. 24 Zickgraf et al., 2005
M5.0 120 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 200 2007 Jun. 24 Reiners & Basri 2009
- M7.0 200 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 200 2007 Jun. 24 Crifo et al., 2008
M5.0 200 2007 Jun. 25
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 20 2007 Jun. 25 Basri 2001
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 120 2007 Oct. 27 Basri 2001
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 300 2007 Oct. 27 Gizis et al., 2000
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CHAPTER 3: DATA REDUCTION
Data reduction is an important process that succeeds observations. The process takes raw
data obtained through observations and transforms it into a simplified form in order to
extract relevant scientific information (Vaca et al., 2003). It is therefore of utmost importance
that data processing is done with great care.
In this chapter we give a general overview of echelle reduction procedure then compare
and discuss the two reduction procedures, namely the Interface Data Language (IDL)1 based
method known as REDSPEC (L.Prato et al., 2002) and the command language-based, the
Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF)2 program.
3.1 Factors Affecting Stellar Flux
The light from a star travels through a lot of medium before it is registered by the detector.
These mediums include the Earth’s atmosphere and the optical components of the telescope.
Thus data reduction involves the processing of observed raw data through removal of additive
terms that are introduced by these mediums during observations. In order to remove these
terms, we need to take a step back and look at these terms themselves and how they affect
the star light or the flux.
1IDL is a commercial data analysis and visualization software designed and distributed by ITT Visual
Information Solution. It was formerly known as Research Systems Inc. (RSI)
2IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the As-
sociation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation
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1. Atmosphere: The first medium that the star light encounters as it reaches the Earth
is its atmosphere. As it passes through this medium the light is attenuated through
a process of scattering and absorption (Vacca et al. 2003). The degree of scattering
and/or absorption is wavelength dependent. For example, the atmosphere of the Earth
is opaque at most wavelengths but transparent in the optical, radio and partially
in the infrared. In our working wavelength region, the J-band, the atmosphere is
contaminated by the absorption of gases such as oxygen, water vapor and carbon
dioxide (Griffin, R. 2000). Such atmospheric absorption lines seen in the spectrum are
called telluric lines. In order to see the effects of these lines, we observe a featureless
A-type star. The spectra of such a star is contaminated by telluric lines as seen in
Figure 3.1. This figure compares the spectra of an A0V star at a given wavelength
interval with that of a theoretical spectra of telluric lines. We notice that lines in both
spectra match indicating that the spectra of A0V is featureless and the absorption
lines are from the atmosphere.
The position of the target in the sky is also important. The attenuation of light
through scattering and absorption is largest at the horizon and lowest at zenith. Thus
during observations it is very important to observe targets closer to zenith.
2. Instrumental: A star when observed in the night sky is thought of as a point source.
The mathematical term for such a point source is a Dirac delta function defined as,
∫ ∞
−∞
δ(x)d(x) = 1 (3.1)
however the imperfections in the optical components of the telescope convolve or smear
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Figure 3.1: Super-imposition of telluric lines in an A-type star (blue) and the model (red).
this point source. Such a point source now looks wider and less sharp. The process of
correcting this signal is called the deconvolution or the self-calibration method (Endl
et al. 2000, Rodler et al. 2010). In this process the point-spread function, PSF, which
smears the signal is modeled and applied in order to deconvolve it. Chapter 5 details
the work done in modeling and correcting the stellar signal.
3. Detector: The detector is the last medium a photon encounters as it travels through
the telescope. Detectors are devices that measure physical quantities such as light or
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sound and converts them into signals that are then read by an observer. In astronomy,
detectors consist of light-sensitive material that are laid out in the grid format. For
example, the near infrared spectrograph (NIRSPEC) (McLean et al. 1998) consists
of detector surface which is laid out in a grid of 1024 × 1024 pixels. A pixel is the
smallest unit of a detector that can register the arrival of a photon. When a photon
hits the detector, the computer registers the position of the of the pixel. .
In a detector, the sensitivity of pixels is not always uniform. Some pixels may be
more sensitive to certain wavelengths and would therefore register more flux than
others. Such anomalies in the construction of the detector can cause variation in the
registration of stellar flux and therefore gives erroneous measurements. The edge of
the detector also shows attenuation of sensitivity and increase in the noise. Figure 3.2
shows the sensitivity of the NIRSPEC (McLean et al. 1998) detector when a bright
(7.96 in J-band) A0V star is observed. The peaks are the flux of the star. As can
be noticed, the flux is registered most by the central pixels while we see attenuation
of flux as we move towards the edge. Between the peaks the surface is not uniform
indicating background noise.
Most of the background observed in the infrared spectra comes from the OH emission
lines. These lines are produced in the Earth’s atmosphere at an altitude of 87 km
(Content, R., 1996). In high resolution, the OH emission lines are seen as closely
spaced lines which cover the entire spectra. In order to analyze the spectral lines from
the target, these lines need to be removed. Example of OH lines are seen in Figure
3.3. The false color image shows the stellar lines (red) and the short vertical lines
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity of NIRSPEC detector to stellar light
corresponding to OH lines. Here we can also see the four quadrants of the detector.
The top left and right quadrants have slightly different colors and end just below the
fourth stellar line. The remaining two begin at that position and go all the way down.
Notice the top left quadrant has horizontal streaks going across its surface. Such
streaks are likely to be dead pixels, i.e pixels that do not register any information. The
effect of such pixels degrades the signal and are therefore removed during the reduction
process.
Detectors are also affected by electronic noise. Electronic noise is generated by thermal
agitation of electrons in the device even though the device maybe at thermal equilib-
rium and at a constant voltage. Such noise is time and temperature dependent. In
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Figure 3.3: False color image of the stellar lines (red) and OH lines (blue vertical)
order to reduce the noise, the ambient temperature of the detector is lowered cryo-
genically. The NIRSPEC instrument is cryogenically cooled to a temperature of 30
K.
Another contribution of noise is the dark current. This is a small electric current that
flows through the detector even though no photons are registered. Such a current is a
function of time and position on the detector. With these factors in mind, we address
these issues in the reduction procedure outlined in the next section.
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3.2 General Reduction Procedure
Here we begin by looking at the reduction procedure followed by both REDSPEC (L. Prato
et al. 2002) and IRAF in order to remove the additive terms mentioned in section 3.1.
1. Removal of sky background: As seen in Figure 3.3, the sky background of a raw
observation is contaminated by OH emission lines. To illustrate the contamination of
stellar spectra by the atmospheric OH lines, we reduced the observation of a featureless
A0V star. Next we extracted just the sky background while ignoring the target. Figure
3.4 illustrates this work. In this figure, the A0V star (red) is contaminated by OH
emission and telluric absorption lines. The spectra of sky background (blue) is then
positioned underneath the stellar spectrum for comparison. As can be seen, the OH
lines in the sky background match those in the stellar spectrum.
If not corrected the effect of OH lines can be detrimental to the spectra. Take for
example the absorption line near pixel 100. Such an absorption line would have been
similar in shape to those near pixel 250. However the OH emission line has distorted
its shape. If untreated such a line may be mistaken to be a resolved double line.
The spectrum of an A-type star is not only devoid of lines in the near-infrared but it
is also fairly smooth. However as seen in Figure 3.4 the region, in the stellar spectrum
where there are no strong emission or absorption lines, is composed of numerous short
lines. These lines are due to the noise coming from the detector and is not inherent to
the star.
An emission around 280 pixel in the stellar spectrum does not correspond to any OH
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Figure 3.4: OH emission lines in stellar spectra
lines. Such emission line is likely to be a cosmic ray. Cosmic rays are energetic particles
that originate from outer space. The Earth is bombarded by these particles at all times.
They are seen in the spectra as a large emission line. Such lines need to be removed
manually. It is therefore important as a first step to remove the sky background and
weed of cosmic ray lines in the spectra.
For removal of OH lines we assume that the variation of these lines over our expo-
sure time is practically negligible. Then the removal of OH lines simply implies the
observation of the target at two different positions on the slit and subtracting the cor-
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responding files. The resulting image would then be free of any sky background. As
seen in the section 2.2, the telescope had a slit width of 0”.432 and a height of 12”.
The target is observed at two positions on the slit with a separation of 7”. This process
of observing the same target at two different slit positions is called nodding.
Consider two positions A and B of the targets on the slit. The observation of the target
is taken at A and then at B. The two files are then subtracted to produce a resulting
image, (A-B), that is free of OH lines. This operation is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The
left panel in the Figure 3.5 shows a raw image of an A0V star obtained at one of the
positions on the slit. The horizontal spectrum of the star is contaminated by vertical
lines of OH. When this image is subtracted with the raw image at the other position
on the slit, the resulting subtracted image looks like the one on the right. As can be
seen, this image shows a dramatic reduction in the number of OH lines. Notice also
that the subtracted spectrum of the star appears as a dark line. In addition, most of
the dead pixels have also been removed leaving very few in the image. Subtraction of
B with A also generates a new image. In fact this image when combined with A-B
helps in boosting the quality of the image. Such combination is done after the spectra
is wavelength calibrated.
2. Removing other factors: As mentioned earlier two terms affect the stellar light: (1)
non-uniform sensitivity of each pixel on the detector; and (2) the dark current. In order
to correct for these terms we make use of two types of images called flats and darks.
A flat consists of observing a uniformly illuminated screen through the telescope. The
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Figure 3.5: Before (left) and after (right) background subtraction
variation in sensitivity of the pixels on the detector is then taken into account. To
address the issue of dark current, the detector is exposed in the absence of light. This
results in a dark frame which is the exposure of dark current in the detector. Note
that several darks and flats are observed throughout the observations.
In order to remove the dark current and take care of non-uniform exposure of target
spectra, the flat is first subtracted from the dark. The resulting flat is then normalized
to unity. The subtracted images ( i.e A-B and B-A) are then divided by the normalized
flat and the spectra is straightened however maintaining the intrinsic trend of the target
and preserving the flux. Figure 3.5 shows the order 60 of an A0V star. Note that there
are two spikes at the sides of the spectrum. These are removed by hand before the
target is wavelength calibration.
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Figure 3.6: Flat-fielded stellar spectra
3. Wavelength Calibration
Wavelength calibration is one of the most important step in the reduction process as
all scientific measurements depend on it. Thus utmost care must be taken to guaran-
tee correct calibration. The wavelength calibration is carried out in all spectroscopic
reduction procedure because the spectrum obtained from the detector is in terms of
pixels. In order to correlate pixels to wavelength, an arc lamp is observed.
An arc lamp is a class of lamp that generates light through production of an electric
arc. In general such a lamp consists of two electrodes in an enclosed chamber that
are separated by a gas. When the lamp is ignited the high voltage ionizes the gas
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producing emission lines. These emission lines are characteristic of the gases in the
lamp. Such lamps are a better choice over filament lamps because emission lines from
the filament lamps could be contaminated by the elemental composition of filament.
Typically the gases used in arc lamps are the noble gases. The emission spectra of an
arc lamp looks like the one shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Emission lines from an arc lamp
We obtain the linelist from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Such a list consists of position of lines in terms of wavelengths. The lines are then
identified (see section 3.3 for more details) and their positions tagged. Figure 3.8
shows identified lines for the same order as in Figure 3.7. However note that the x-axis
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has now changed to wavelength (in Angstroms) from pixels. Short line on each arc line
is the identification or tagging of the line.
Figure 3.8: Identified emission lines in an arc lamp
Once the lines have been identified, the spectra then becomes ready to carry out various
analysis such as measurement of equivalent widths (Chapter 4) or radial velocities
(Chapter 5).
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3.3 REDSPEC and IRAF comparison
With a general procedure outlined in the previous section, we now move our focus to com-
parison between the two reduction methods.
3.3.1 REDSPEC reduction procedure
REDSPEC (L. Prato et al. 2002), an IDL-based reduction program that was written to
process data obtained using NIRSPEC instrument. It is a very simple program to use and
practically does everything for you. Knowledge of IDL is not required to learn and process
the data. This program works on one echelle order at a time. Before beginning reduction,
the folder structure looks like the one shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Folder structure of a target in REDSPEC
Here we have a target RXJ2208 observed in June 25, 2007. Each echelle order is broken
down into single apertures as REDSPEC does not work on multiple apertures at a given
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time. Each such folder has seven files: Two nodded files each of target and the telluric
standard, a flat, dark and the arc lamp. In addition the linelist for that order is saved in a
file called spec1.in. The REDPSEC program consists of four basic commands:
1. parfile: The parfile command opens up a Graphical User Interface (GUI). This allows
the user to enter nodded files of a given target and the telluric including files such
as flat, dark and arc lamps. In addition the GUI also requires the temperature of
the telluric standard. In the final step the program uses this temperature to create a
blackbody spectrum. The target spectrum is then divided by the blackbody spectrum.
(why?) Once the user is satisfied by the input, the GUI is closed by clicking on the
done button.
2. spatmap: This step involves selecting the echelle order that the user wants to work
on. Once the order is selected, the user chooses the nodded lines by clicking on it. The
program then straightens these lines for wavelength calibration. The straightening of
the line is done through interpolation of pixels such that the final order is horizontal.
3. specmap: This is the wavelength calibration step. Here the GUI takes the linelist
from spec1.in file. Figure 3.9 shows the interface. The line that is to be identified
is chosen by clicking the radio button and then clicking the appropriate line. The
interface plots the best fit to the arc line. If the user is satisfied another line is chosen.
The number of line selected depends on the order of fitting function. Fitting order of 3
requires a minimum of 5 lines. Once the lines are chosen, the program correlates pixels
to wavelengths.
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Figure 3.10: Arc lines and their associated wavelengths in microns
4. redspec: The last step in the REDSPEC process which involves the actual reduction.
This includes dark subtraction, flat-fielding, removal of bad pixels, removal of fringing,
intrinsic calibrator features and creation of blackbody spectrum. The target is also
dark subtracted, flat-fielded and fringing is removed. The target is then straightened
and normalized to unity. The final result of an order looks like the one shown in Figure
3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Final plot of a telluric-free target spectrum in REDSPEC
3.3.2 IRAF reduction procedure
The IRAF steps for echelle reduction consists of the same procedure but more interactively.
In short these steps include:
1. Subtraction of nods. This creates two files: (A-B) and (B-A)
2. Dark subtraction and flat-fielding of each nods
3. Wavelength calibration of each nod using an arc lamp
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4. Normalizing the target
5. Repeating steps (1) through (4) for both nods of a telluric standard by using the same
arc lamp used for the target.
6. Creation of blackbody to divide the target by it. The resulting image looks like the
one shown below.
Figure 3.12: Final plot of a telluric-free target spectrum in IRAF
3.3.3 Comparing the two methods
Here we compare REDSPEC (Prato et al. 2002) and IRAF for their reduction procedures.
We also discuss the pros and cons in using the program.
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1. General comparison of processes: The first impression a user has when working
with REDSPEC is that it is easy, automatic and partly interactive. There are only
four commands and with a GUI helping the user, it is the quickest way of reducing
the data. In fact if everything is set up and the user is familiar with the files and the
commands, REDSPEC can be used to reduce data during observations. It can be used
as a tool to check for the quality of data for a given observation. In short REDSPEC
enables the user to have a quick look at the data.
However such is not a case with IRAF. IRAF is completely interactive and does not have
any built-in automate process for the reduction of echelle spectroscopy. Everything
needs to be given manually, each parameter should to be set and every step is repeated
for each nod file of a target, a telluric standard or an arc lamp. However the final
results obtained through these reduction tools are the similar as can be seen in Figures
3.11 & 3.12. But the similarities end there.
2. Strengths and Drawbacks of REDSPEC:
• Process of reduction is automated: Automated processes always have pros
and cons. On one hand they are quick to work with, do not require much effort
on the part of the user, and they are very easy to follow. On the other hand such
processes do not give freedom to the user to modify the program. Often changes
to program requires a sound knowledge of the language in which the program was
written. For example, REDSPEC as default normalizes the final spectrum of the
target or the telluric. None of the four steps listed in Section 3.3.1 have choice
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of preserving the intrinsic flux of the target. Such intrinsic flux are important for
the calibration of temperature and surface gravity (del Burgo et al. 2009).
Unlike IRAF, the automated process in REDSPEC saves time by reducing a
spectral order of the target and the telluric standard at the same time. However
such time is squandered by reducing only one order at a time. At the end the
time taken to reduce a target and the telluric standard by both programs are the
same.
• Wavelength Calibration: As stated earlier, wavelength calibration is the most
important step in the reduction of spectroscopic data. Errors in wavelength cali-
bration results in erroneous calculations of radial velocities and measurements of
other stellar parameters. As seen in Chapter 2, wavelength calibration depends
on the arc lamp used. The calibration of wavelength is carried out by identifying
the lines following which a higher order polynomial is fit to obtain a wavelength
solution. Generally the wavelength solution is more precise if the the fitting poly-
nomial has large number of data points to work with. The arc lamp used for our
observations in the near infrared suffers from paucity of lines. There are an esti-
mated 90 lines in all of the orders of which only 70% can be identified using the
NIST database. Such dearth of lines makes it difficult to obtain a precise wave-
length solution. Such difficulty is exacerbated in REDSPEC with the program’s
choice of using one order at a time. In such a case, the wavelength solution is
calculated for each order separately using lines that are already very few.
Figure 3.13 shows some of the orders used in REDSPEC. This false color screen-
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shot shows orders 55 (top) through 62 (bottom). Notice the paucity of lines in
each order. The central order, order 58 is particularly bad as it has no lines at
shorted wavelengths. With such lop-sided lines, the weight of the lines towards
redder wavelengths will give an erroneous wavelength solutions. In addition not
all lines are identified, therefore even if a line is seen in the order but not identified,
it may not be of much use to the user.
Figure 3.13: Artifical color image of an arc lamps
For example order 61 at the bottom of the image, has one faint line at longer
wavelengths. Such line was identified in the NIST database but due to its faintness
it was difficult for the program to mark the line. Thus the method of using one
order at a time is not well-suited for arc lamps which have very few lines per
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order.
3. Strengths and Drawbacks of IRAF
• Near-complete control on steps: IRAF is slow, tedious and repetitive. Short
programs can be written in IRAF, but out of the box, each step is manually done.
Unlike automated processes such as REDSPEC, IRAF gives near-complete control
of steps to its user. In fact through these steps, the user can make decisions and
tailor the steps according to what the user desires. This freedom without the
need of any knowledge of the language in which the program is written is very
important. For example, the user now has the choice of reducing data in which
the intrinsic stellar flux is preserved.
• Wavelength Calibration: Wavelength calibration in IRAF is carried out on
all orders at the same time. The step involves identifying and tagging the lines
using the IDENTIFY task. In IRAF we identified 53 lines over all 11 orders. A
polynomial fit was then applied to obtain a wavelength solution for the target.
With large number of lines, the wavelength solution is more likely to be correct.
4. Results: We present wavelength calibration results that we carried out in REDSPEC
and IRAF. For comparison we make use of the following conditions: (1) We choose
order 60 as it is heavily contaminated by telluric lines. This order has numerous
strong lines which fill the entire spectrum which should help to identify variations in
wavelength solutions. (2) In order to apply (1) we left the telluric lines in the spectrum
of the target. (3) As reference, we chose a synthetic model of telluric lines, called
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of REDSPEC (top) and IRAF (bottom) wavelength solution with
a telluric model, HITRAN (green)
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Figure 3.15: Close-up of Figure 4.15 showing wavelength calibration done in REDSPEC
(blue), IRAF (red) These are then compared to a telluric model, HITRAN (green)
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HITRAN (HIgh-resolution TRANsmission molecular absorption database) (Rothman
et al., 2008). Target spectrum with telluric lines were then plotted over HITRAN for
wavelength comparison.
The top panel of Figure 3.14 shows a plot of the target that was wavelength calibrated
using REDSPEC (blue). This plot is plotted over the HITRAN synthetic spectrum
(green). As can be seen near 12620 A˚, the telluric lines in the target do not match
those in HITRAN. The top panel in Figure 3.15 shows a close-up of this wavelength
region. This misalignment gradually decreases as we move to longer wavelengths. By
12660 A˚, the telluric lines in the target spectrum match those seen in HITRAN.
The bottom panel in Figure 3.14 shows a plot of the target that was wavelength
calibrated using IRAF. Unlike the top panel, here we do not see any misalignment
between the telluric lines in the target and the HITRAN spectrum. In fact as seen in
Figure 3.15 (bottom panel), the wavelength calibration is very good in positioning the
telluric lines at exactly the same position as seen in the HITRAN spectrum.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we discussed in detail the factors that affect the flux of the star. These
include the telluric lines in the atmosphere (Vacca et al. 2003; Griffin, 2000), the optical
and instrumental imperfections, and noise in the detector. We then described the general
reduction procedure of high-resolution spectra. This included the removal of OH lines from
the spectra by subtraction of nodded files. The telluric lines in the target spectra was
removed by division of a normalized featureless A-type called telluric standard. We also
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talked about the removal of dark current by the use of darks while the flats were employed
to take care of non-uniform sensitivity of the detector. Lastly, the reduction method used
by REDSPEC (Prato et al. 2004) and echelle reduction (e.g. Aoki et al.2005) in IRAF3
were compared and evaluated. We find that REDSPEC is automated and the reduction is
easy to perform while IRAF allows the user to take control of each step that is performed.
While REDSPEC works on one order at a time, IRAF works on the spectra as a whole.
This difference is noticable in the wavelength calibration step. We believe IRAF is better
suited for radial velocity calculations which requires precise wavelength calibration of the
spectra. Once the data reduction is completed, we analyze the spectra neutral atomic lines
and measurement of physical charactersitics such as equivalent widths. The next chapter
described our effort in determining these quantities.
3IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the As-
sociation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation
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CHAPTER 4: EQUIVALENT WIDTHS AND LINE
IDENTIFICATION
Identification of absorption lines in the stellar spectra plays an important role in the clas-
sification of stars. Each atom, an ion or a molecule has its own characteristic lines at
fixed wavelength positions and flux intensities. Over the last 100 years atomic and molec-
ular lines have been employed to distinguish stars and categorize them into spectral types.
Identification of lines also helps in determining the elemental composition and the chemical
abundances of a star (Aller, L. 1991).
The absorption lines in stellar spectra are also sensitive to the structure and composition
of the star. Analysis of their line strength or equivalent widths help us calculate and under-
stand physical characteristics of the stars such as, temperature, surface gravity, pressure, and
chemical abundance (Grey, D. 2005). Absorption lines are also used in the determination of
relative, absolute radial velocities and rotational velocities.
This chapter introduces the method used in identifying lines in the spectra of M dwarfs
and computing their equivalent widths.
4.1 Spectral Lines and Line Identification
The foundations of spectroscopy were established by Gustav Kirchhoff (1824-1887) and
Robert Bunsen (1811-1899). The latter is also credited for designing the Bunsen burner
which produces a colorless flame. Such colorless flame is ideal for studying spectra of sub-
stances at high temperatures. Kirchoff and Bunsen designed a spectroscope to analyze
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spectra of heated substances by passing the light from the flame through a prism. They
were able to identify the same dark lines in the Sun which were observed in the heated vapor
of iron. Kirchhoff and Bunsen identified 70 such lines which they published in their work
Chemical Analysis by Spectral Observations. In this work they also suggested that each ele-
ment produces a set of lines that are unique to it. Such lines therefore can be thought of as
the fingerprint of the element. The creation of spectral lines was summarized by Kirchhoff
which have now come to be known as Kirchhoff’s Laws (Ostile & Caroll, 2nd Ed., 2006):
1. A hot solid object of a hot dense gas produces a continuous spectrum.
2. A hot gas of low-density produces an emission spectrum.
3. A cool, low-density gas in front of a source that produces a continuous spectrum, will
create an absorption spectrum.
With the advent of Quantum Mechanics, the production of spectral lines was explained as
a result of the interaction between matter and a photon. Matter is composed of atoms, each
atom has electrons with specific energy states. When a photon has about the right amount
of energy to propel an electron to a higher energy state, it is absorbed and the electron
moves to a higher state. However being unstable the electron will return to its original state
by re-emitting a photon with the same energy it acquired from the incident photon. The
direction of this re-emitted photon is likely to be different to that of the incident photon.
Depending on the properties of the gas, its temperature, and the position of the detector,
the photon source on the either side of the gas may produce an absorption or an emission line.
Consider a gas between a photon source and a detector. The gas will reduce the intensity
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Figure 4.1: The top panel shows a continuous spectrum of a photon source. The center panel
illustrates narrow emission lines at shorter and lower wavelengths while the bottom panel is
that of an absorption lines.
of photon source. Most likely the absorbed photons will not re-emit in the direction of the
original photon and therefore the detector will measure an absence of photons. Such a dark
line observed on the detector is the absorption line. If the detector sees the gas and not the
photon source, the detector will see photons re-emitted in its direction. These photons will
create bright spectral lines called emission lines.
The continuous spectrum (top panel) as indicated in Fig. 4.1 is that of a photon source.
As there is no gas between the detector photons at all wavelengths are incident on the
detector. Once a gas cell is introduced, most of the light is absorbed but some of it is re-
emitted as seen by narrow lines (middle panel). Finally a gas cell could simply absorb some
of the photons emitted by the photon source. The missing photons result in the formation
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of dark lines.
The above example applies to celestial objects as well. The photon source in a star is at
its center while the gas is the cooler outermost region of a star. The absorption lines in the
stellar spectrum looks like the one shown is Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Absorption lines in the spectra of a cool dwarf star
The dark lines seen in the absorption spectrum of Fig. 4.1 translates to troughs when the
spectrum is reduced as seen in Fig. 4.2.
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4.2 Equivalent Width
Consider a typical absorption line in a stellar spectrum that is normalized to unity as shown
in Fig. 4.3. Such a line consists of two parts; the core and the wings. The core of the line
is the region of the absorption line between two vertical lines. The two sides of the lines
sweeping upwards towards unity are called wings. The flux of such a line between unity and
its greatest depth is a function of wavelength. It is defined as, Fλ. The flux of such a line at
unity is 1.This forms the continuum of the spectrum. The continuum is defined as the region
where the stellar spectrum is continuous and devoid of any absorption or emission lines. The
flux in this region is then defined as Fc. The ratio, (Fc − Fλ)/Fc is called the line-depth.
The line-depth varies with individual lines. The lines themselves could either be narrow or
broad. The strength of the line or the equivalent width is calculated by integrating the line
depth over a certain spectral region. The equivalent width W of a spectral line is defined as:
W =
∫
Fc − Fλ
Fc
dλ (4.1)
Mathematically W is equal to the area of the rectangle of side unity and width W.
The equivalent width calculations of spectral lines depend on the determination of the
continuum. However in the near infrared the overall spectrum of cool stars such as M dwarfs
is suppressed by the molecular opacity in their atmosphere. Thus it becomes very difficult
to determine the continuum which in turns makes it harder calculate the equivalent width.
However there are points in the spectrum of M dwarfs where the molecular opacity is lower
and one can see deeper into the photosphere. Such regions form pseudo-continuum which
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Figure 4.3: A profile of a typical absorption line
may be used for the calculations of equivalent width. With the uncertainty in the continuum,
such calculations of equivalent widths are called pseudo-equivalent widths (Mart´ın et al. 1996,
Pavlenko 1997, Hamilton & Stauffer, 1993)
4.3 Line Identification in the spectra of M dwarfs.
The line identification in the spectra of M dwarfs was carried out using the following steps:
1. Acquire neutral atomic lines from the VALD database
2. Sort VALD lines by decreasing oscillator strength
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3. Identify lines through comparison in position found through IRAF and VALD
4. Compare identified lines with synthetic model
The spectral distribution of our sample as seen in Chapter 2, consists of M5.0 - M9.5.
When carrying out line identification in M dwarfs, GJ406 (M6.0) was used as representative
for all mid-M dwarfs and vB10 (M8.0) for all late-M dwarfs. The spectra of both targets
have SNR of over 100. For convenience in calculations the echelle spectra was sub-divided
into individual orders.
The Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD) (Kupka et al., 2000) is a collection of atomic
line parameters used for various astrophysical applications. The collection is a compilation
of several line lists of atomic line database obtained through experimental measurements
and theoretical calculations by various authors (Lyubchik et al. 2004). The wavelengths
computed by VALD for atomic lines are in vacuum for λ < 2000 A˚ and in air for λ ≥ 2000A˚
(Kupka et al., 2000). As our near infrared observations were carried out in air, we did not
have to worry about conversion from air to vacuum.
A typical VALD request is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. For the interest of line identification
we only made use of the first four columns. The first column consists of atomic element,
the second is the type of an ion, the third column is the excitation potential and the fourth
column is the oscillator strength, log(gf) or the strength of the transition. The list for line
identification was compiled by excluding the ionized elements. The list was finally sorted
by decreasing oscillator strength. In order to restrict ourselves to most prominent lines, the
following criteria was used:
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Figure 4.4: A typical output from VALD
1. Excluded values of log(gf) <-2.0. Lines with oscillator strength less than -2.0 are very
weak to be distinguished from the noise in the continuum.
2. Lines with line-depths greater than 0.2 as measured from the continuum were taken
into consideration.
As a first step in line identification, the central position of a strongest line in a given
order of M dwarf was measured by fitting a Gaussian to it. This process was performed
in IRAF using the task SPLOT. This position was then compared to that in VALD. The
difference between the two values was then calculated and the observed order was shifted by
that amount. As a test, the position of a second known line was measured and compared
it to that in VALD. In all cases, they matched perfectly. As a second step, position of
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lines satisfying condition (2) in the above criteria were measured. If the position of a line
measured in IRAF was within ∼ 8σ of a VALD line, it was chosen else it was rejected. These
two steps were applied to all orders and lines. The measurements were then recorded.
Figure 4.5: Screenshot of a K I line (white) in GJ406 as seen in IRAF. The position of this
line was measured by fitting a Gaussian (red) to the line.
As a test of validation, we compared newly identified atomic lines with a synthetic model
(Lyubchik et al., 2004, 2007). The calculation of synthetic spectra was carried out using the
WITA6 program (Pavlenko, 2000). The atomic line list used for the model was taken from
the VALD database. In their model Lyubchik et al. assumed the M dwarfs to have surface
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gravity, log(g) of 5.0, metallicity to that of the Sun and an effective temperature of 2800 K.
The existence of lines both in the observed and synthetic spectra ensured the identification
of the lines. The results obtained through this detailed comparison is listed in Chapter 6.
4.4 Calculations of pseudo-Equivalent Width
The calculations of pseudo-equivalent width (p-EW) was carried out using the SPLOT task
in IRAF. The SPLOT is an interactive program (found under the task ONEDSPEC) that
lets user display and analyze the data in a graphical interface terminal. The calculations
were done in the following steps:
Step 1. Acquiring the line list from previous section: Having identified lines from
the previous section, we created a list of lines for which the p-EW calculations were to be
performed. Our line lists consisted of 13 lines in total. These lines included the strong K
I lines, the unchanging Fe I and the Mn I lines and the weaker Ti I, Al I and Na I lines.
Care was taken to ensure the each target was first normalized to unity before attempting
any calculations.
Step 2. Combining Spectra: In order to increase SNR for the targets, the spectra
of the nodded images (A-B and B-A) were combined using the SCOMBINE task and then
normalized to unity using the CONTINUUM task.
Step 3. Determination of p-EW: The simplest method in calculating the p-EW is
through integration between two points. In this method the user chooses two points on either
side of the absorption line, by using the ’e’ key. The program then calculates the continuum,
the line center, and the equivalent width. The mathematical expressions given by the IRAF
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task are the following:
Continuum = C(midpoint) (4.2)
LineCenter =
Σ(W(i)× ((I(i)− C(i))3/2)
Σ((I(i)− C(i))3/2) (4.3)
EW = Σ
(
1− I(i)
C(i)
)
(4.4)
where C(i) is the continuum at pixel i, W(i) the wavelength value at the ith pixel posi-
tion while I(i) is the flux intensity at the same position. The program therefore gives the
equivalent width for a line.
However as seen earlier, the continuum in an M dwarf is harder to determine. To facil-
itate the choice of the continuum we employed a linear relationship between SNR and the
uncertainty in the continuum. If the SNR was 100 then the uncertainty in determination of
the continuum was taken to be 1 % while for a given SNR of 10, the uncertainty was 10 %.
As most of targets had SNR of greater than 100, we had an uncertainty in determining the
continuum.
The choice of the two points on either side of an absorption is rather subjective. In order
to reduce the subjectivity and therefore the error in choosing the correct width of the line,
we decided to set the standard width depending on the type of the line. Table 5.1 lists the
widths used for calculating p-EW for our targets.
M dwarfs with spectral types M5.0-M6.5 show narrow lines however these lines widen with
increasing spectral types. In order to take this in account, we used 22 A˚ for M5.0-M6.5 while
25 A˚ for later M dwarfs.
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Table 4.1: Width used to compute p-EW for lines in M dwarf spectra
Element Order Wavelength Width
(A˚) (A˚)
K I 65 11690,11771 22,25
Fe I 64 11886 16
Fe I 64 11976 16
K I 61 12432,12522 22, 25
Na I 60 12679 8
Ti I 59 12821,12847 6
Mn I 59 12899 8
Al I 58 13123,13150 12
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter we began the scientific analysis of the spectra. Here we described the process
employed to identify spectral lines in M dwarfs. We were able to identify 18 lines. These
included lines of K I, Fe I, Ti I, Mn I, Na I, Mg I, Al I, and Ca I. The wavelength position of
these lines were verified by comparing our measurements to a synthetic model (Lyubchik et
al. 2007). Equivalent width is calculated with reference to a continuum. However when the
star is cool, its continuum is hard to find, we then determine its pseudo-continuum (Martin et
al.1997; Pavlenko et al. 2000) by looking at regions where the emission and absorption lines
are the least. Taking this as our continuum we find the equivalent width. Such equivalent
widths are then termed pseudo-equivalent width. Equivalent width measurements are used
in calculations of effective temperatures (Ali et al. 1996; Santos et al. ).
Identification of lines are also important for determination of physical characteristics of
stars such as radial velocities. The radial velocity (RV) of a star is determined by calculating
the shift between the lines in the star and a reference frame. This interesting concept and
the procedure used to calculate RVs is discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5: RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE RADIAL
VELOCITIES OF M DWARFS
Determination of relative radial velocity (RV) of a star provides us with the information
about multiple systems. Such a study requires very high precision in calculations of RVs and
therefore care must be taken to reduce errors. The reduction in the instrumental errors can
be calibrated through data modeling techniques such as modeling of Point Spread Function
(PSF) and self-calibration method (e.g. Endl et al., 2000). By lowering the instrumental error
in the measurement and increasing the spectral resolution of the detector, self-calibration
technique is likely to be more precise to finding a companion.
Computation of absolute radial velocities of stars with the knowledge of their proper
motion provides us their space velocities. Space velocities help in identifying moving stellar
groups in the galaxy and associate stars with these groups. Study of moving groups is
important in understanding the kinematics of stars.
In this chapter we review the application of self-calibration method (Rodler et al. 2010)
and describe in detail the computation of relative and absolute radial velocities
5.1 Relative and Absolute Radial Velocity
In general, radial velocity is defined as a velocity an object has, either approaching or reced-
ing, along an imaginary line connecting the star and the observer. If a star has substantial
velocity its motion affects the light it is emanating. When a star approaches an observer,
the frequency of the light increases (blue shift) while when it recedes the frequency decreases
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(red shift). Such variations in frequency due to the motion, known as Doppler shift, are
not perceptible to the human eye. However the spectrum of the star is affected by it. The
motion of a star towards or away from the observer is connected to the movement of the lines
in its spectrum. By searching for this movement in the stellar spectra one can determine its
radial velocity.
The variation in radial velocity is caused by a reflex motion of the star due to the
gravitational pull of a secondary object orbiting it. Multiple objects orbiting the star such
as planets around our Sun can also cause reflex motion. These objects can therefore be
resolved binaries, spectroscopic binaries or unseen planets. In order to determine variation
in the stars RV, it is observed at different epochs. The stellar spectra of these epochs are
then compared to one another to look for changes in RV. Such a process of determining
variation in radial velocity between epochs of a star is called relative radial velocity.
Unlike relative radial velocity, absolute radial velocity does not require more than
one epoch. The target is observed for just one epoch and its spectrum is recorded. The
spectrum is then compared to that of a star or a theoretical model whose radial velocity is
well established. Such a star is called a radial velocity template. Thus the absolute velocity
gives the velocity of the star as observed from a rest frame of reference.
The determinate of relative and absolute RVs needs to be done with utmost care, as
variations in RVs are often very small. For example, the reflex motion of the Sun as induced
by Jupiter from a distance of 5.2 A.U. is 12.5 m/s (e.g. Olivier et al. 2008, Table 2.2).
Thus as the first step, it is crucial to minimize the instrumental errors. One such error is
the instrumental profile (IP) or the PSF of the telescope. Variations and asymmetries in the
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PSF can lead to computation of erroneous RV.
5.2 Self-calibration Method: Calculation of Relative Radial Velocity
Stars in the night sky are considered point sources or point objects. Thus an ideal telescope
will form just one sharp point of a star on the detector. Mathematically such a point source
on the detector can be thought of as a delta function. However when stars are observed
through a telescope the imperfections in the instrument, the scattering of light due to the
optical components and the turbulence in the Earths atmosphere cause them to spread out.
Figure 5.1: The convolution of a point source by the PSF of the telescope
In mathematical terms, a point source is convolved with the response of an imaging
system, i.e. the PSF or IP, to produce a smearing of a point source. Figure 5.1 shows a
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convolution of a hypothetical star. The true star is seen as a point source on the top left
panel. Here there are two point sources, a large and bright source is seen at the center
of the target. Beside it is a small and faint object. The telescope introduces a PSF as
seen at the bottom of the panel. The operation of PSF onto the point source produces
a convolved image as seen in the panel on the right. The sharpness of the point source
has completely disappeared. The object that was sharp is now elongated and fuzzy on the
edges. The dimmer object is even more affected by the PSF. It has lost all its structure, its
luminosity has considerably reduced and it does not resemble an object anymore but rather
a background light. Without any modeling technique a target such as this would be quite
difficult to work with.
In order to work with the data that is affected by instrumental imperfections an alternate
data analysis method is sought. The deconvolution or the self-calibration method in general
describes the reserve process by starting with the convolved image and obtaining an approx-
imate point source. The method consists of observing a star with and without a reference
lamp, modeling the PSF of the instrument and deconvolving the stellar spectrum. Here we
outline in general the steps followed in modeling the PSF and applying the self-calibration
method to our targets. For in-depth description of this process and the application of it to
our targets, please refer to Appendix 2.
The self-calibration technique has successfully been applied to optical observations (Endl
et al. 2000). In the optical this technique makes use of a gas cell such as I2 due to its
high density of lines. These lines act as reference in calculations of RVs. However the same
cell cannot be used in the near-infrared due to paucity of lines in the region. Instead we
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make use of the atmospheric water lines, called the telluric lines. Thus the method in the
near-infrared is similar to that in the optical however with the use of telluric lines. In general
the self-calibration method is explained through these three steps.
Step 1: PSF Modeling
Observations of a featureless A stars through the telescope is taken to extract telluric
lines. These lines are then compared to the modeled high resolution telluric lines in order to
extract the PSF. The model of the telluric lines is then created for the observations. This
becomes a template T for Step 3.
Step 2: Creating Stellar Template
Observations of target star is then taken. The telluric lines are removed from its spectra.
Using the PSF obtained from the telluric-free target spectra is deconvolved. This deconvolved
spectra, S then becomes a template for Step 3.
Step 3: Modeling Observations and Determining RV
Using the T and S a model, M of target spectra with telluric lines is created.
5.2.1 Step 1. Modeling the PSF
The modeling of the PSF is broken down into following steps:
1.1 Co-align telluric star (T ) with telluric model (M)
1.2 Suggest a first guess of the PSF using Least Square Deconvolution of T with M
1.3 Begin PSF modeling by the use of five Gaussians
1.4 Change line-depths in M
1.5 Redo steps 1.2 -1.4 until the best fit between the T and M is achieved
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In general a spectroscopic observation of a star can be defined mathematically as (from
Valenti et al. 1995):
f(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
h(x′)φ(x− x′)dx (5.1)
where f(x) is the observed spectrum at position x on the detector; h(x′) is the intrinsic
stellar spectrum observed at position x′. The φ(x−x′) is the convolution function or the PSF.
However finding φ(x − x′) poses a difficulty. Equation 5.1. may not have a solution in the
strictest sense, that is, a unique solution may not exist. However an approximate solution
could be found. Additionally such a solution is likely to be sensitive to the parameters
involved. And finally we seek to find φ(x− x′), by inverting the equation. This therefore is
a classic inverse ill-posed problem. In order to solve this numerically, Eq. 5.1 needs to be
discretized. In discrete form the above equation can be written as:
f(i) =
i+n∑
j=i−n
hjφi−j (5.2)
where i denotes the pixel position of observations, j is the pixel position of the intrinsic
spectrum, hj. The starting width of φi−j can be taken to be the average width of the
lines. However taking an enormously large width or an indefinite width serves no purpose as
eventually through the iterative process the width will reduce to that of the line width. In
order to constrain the PSF from assuming enormously large or indefinite width, we impose
the condition: φi−j = 0 for |i-j| > n. For the given conditions, the width of the PSF is 2n.
In general n is set at a point where the PSF drops below 0.1%. We now have a general feel
of how φi−j should be.
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The instrumental setup on the Keck II telescope employs an arc lamp for wavelength
calibration. Such a lamp consists of noble elements such as Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. Such a lamp
in the near-infrared lacks large number of lines needed for precise wavelength calibration.
Such low number of lines can introduce error of 100 m/s in the calculations of RV. Thus the
use of such a lamp is at best only a first guess at wavelength calibration. Additionally the
setup also does not allow the observer to take simultaneous observations of the lamp and the
target. Therefore at first glance, application of the self-calibration may not seem the best
option for our observations.
Figure 5.2: Telluric lines in the Y and J bands
However this difficulty can be circumvented by looking closely at wavelength region in
the near-infrared. Figure 5.2 shows a typical near infrared wavelength bands, the Y and J.
The light coming from the star is absorbed by the molecules such as water vapor, oxygen
and OH in the Earth’s atmosphere. This absorption is particularly dominant in the near-
infrared. These telluric lines as seen in Chapter 3 contaminate spectra of all stars. Though
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often these lines are seen as inconvenience or nuisance and are promptly removed from the
spectra, at times they can be of help. High resolution models of these telluric lines have
been created. One such model is the HITRAN (HIgh-resolution TRANsmission molecular
absorption database) (Rothman et al., 2008). Figure 5.3 shows the HITRAN model for the
J-band. This model has a resolution of 200,000 and mimics the telluric lines over Keck II in
Hawaii.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized HITRAN model for the J-band
The motion of the telluric lines in general are about 10 m s−1 (Seifahrt & Ka¨ufl). Given
our estimate on our radial velocity precision to be over 100 m s−1, we can consider the telluric
lines to be stationary. With a satisfactory density of telluric lines in the J-band, we consider
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the telluric spectrum as our reference gas cell.
As seen in Chapter 2, the wavelength calibration was carried out by using the Th-Ar
lamp. However the process of wavelength calibration is always an approximation. Given
a large density of telluric lines in HITRAN, better wavelength solution can therefore be
calculated. Thus as a first step in determining PSF, we begin my recalibrating the telluric
standard spectrum. In this step spectral orders contaminated by telluric lines are used. Such
orders include 57, 58, 60 and 66. Wavelength calibration in T is performed by co-aligning
the telluric lines in T with those inM As a second step, the approximate shape of the PSF
is computed using a cross-correlation technique called Least Square Deconvolution (LSD).
The LSD computes simultaneously the mean line profiles from all of the available telluric
lines for a given telluric reference. The shape of such a function is most often a Gaussian.
Therefore a Gaussian is fit to estimate the height and the width of this mean line profile.
Such a function is then used as the first guess in the determination of the PSF. Often the line
profiles are either wider on the extremities (called wings) or asymmetric. In order to model
these wings five Gaussians are used. The primary Gaussian models the core of the PSF and
has three free parameters, height, width and position. The wings or the asymmetries in the
PSF are modeled by two satellite Gaussians on either side of the core. This process, which
is iterative, can be written as:
(T ⊗ PSF) ≈M (5.3)
During the iterative process the self-calibration method refines the shape of the PSF by
using the Brent algorithm for optimization of parameters such as the dispersion solution, the
continuum tilt, and the line-depth of T . This method continues to iterate until the cutoff
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width set by us is reached. Finally the PSF is normalized to a unit area. The final result is
thus the PSF of the instrument.
The plot of the PSF is illustrated in the Figure 5.4 below. The first guess solution as
determined through LSD is shown as a plot in red. One can clearly see this solution is crude
and has artifacts in it. The final solution is more refined as illustrated in blue.
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Figure 5.4: PSF profile of the instrument. The first guess (red) fits fairly well with the final
PSF (blue)
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5.2.2 Step 2: Creating a Telluric -free Template
The creation of a telluric-free template consists of following steps:
2.1 Cleaning the telluric-free target spectrum
2.2 Deconvolving the target-free spectrum using the PSF obtained from Step 1. Such
a target-free deconvolved spectrum is called S
In order to obtain a model of target spectrum (M dwarf) contaminated with telluric lines, the
pure target spectrum needs to be determined. As a first step this process involves deconvolu-
tion of pure stellar spectrum. However the observed stellar spectrum is always contaminated
by telluric lines and therefore it needs to be cleaned before attempting to deconvolve. There
are two processes in cleaning telluric contamination in stellar spectrum. The first process,
as discussed in Chapter 3, consists of observing a featureless A-type star close to the target
in terms of position and time. The airmass defined as the optical path depth through the
Earths atmosphere affects the intensity of light that translates to variation of line-depth.
Additionally the telluric lines vary with time. Thus observation of the target close in po-
sition to that of T and at similar times ensures that they both have the same airmass and
therefore the same telluric lines. The target spectrum and T are they wavelength calibrated
using the same lamp in exactly the same way. The spectrum of T is then normalized to
unity. Finally the removal of the lines is carried out by dividing the telluric contaminated
spectrum with normalized T. This then provides with the telluric-free spectrum. Though
this process is widely used in reduction procedures, the division of the telluric standard un-
intentionally adds photon noise of T to the telluric-free spectrum. This reduces the SNR of
the telluric-free spectrum and increases error in RV.
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The second process takes into account the photon noise by modeling T . The process of
telluric standard modeling is similar to self-calibration method used to deconvolve the telluric
spectrum. As seen in Step 1 of the self-calibration method, T is used to model the PSF.
Through this process we obtain the PSF and also the deconvolved T. Using HITRAN model,
we create a convolved telluric model by reducing the resolution to that of the spectrograph
used for observations and changing the line-depth of each line to match the line depth of T.
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Figure 5.5: The plot of the telluric standard model (red) shows a flat continuum and prac-
tically no noise. The noise at the continuum can be seen in the observed telluric standard
(blue).
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The figure compares the modeling of the synthetic telluric standard (red) to that of
observed telluric star (blue). One can clearly see at the continuum that the photon noise in
the model is zero while that of T still carries with it some noise. It is this noise that degrades
the observed target spectrum. The continuum of T also varies across the wavelength range.
This variation brings about an unsatisfactory removal of telluric lines. Thus the division of
the observed contaminated target spectrum by the telluric model is essential in reduction of
noise.
The deconvolution of the telluric free target requires the following parameters: (1) the
telluric-free spectrum obtained from the process as described above; (2) the PSF profile that
is computed in Step 1; (3) the oversampling parameter; (4) the position of the first and the
last pixel; (5) the signal-to-noise ratio; (6) and the level of the continuum.
As a first step in deconvolving the telluric-free spectrum, we break it into chunks. Typ-
ically for our data the chunks were 200 pixels in size. The breaking of the spectrum into
chunks serves two purposes: (1) Time needed to deconvolve a chunk is three times faster than
taking the entire spectrum. When working on a large data set, as we have here, efficiency
is an important factor; (2) we obtain better wavelength solution, especially in Step 3 where
the chunks are shifted to improve wavelength calibration. The PSF profile is then used to
deconvolve the telluric-free spectrum.
Figure 5.6 shows the telluric spectrum of the target (red) and the deconvolved chunk
(blue). Here we can clearly see that the deconvolved chunk has higher line-depth that is
observed counterpart. One can also notice that the removal of the PSF from the observed
spectrum has rendered the line in the deconvolved spectrum narrow and sharp. After running
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all the chunks the telluric-free spectrum is finally resolved. Thus we now have a model of a
telluric-free target, S which becomes a template for Step 3. Steps 1 and 2 are again repeated
for the same target observed at a different epoch. These files are then saved for Step 3.
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Figure 5.6: The deconvolved chunk (blue) shows higher line-depth and narrow lines than the
observed spectrum (red)
Fig. 5.7 shows a close-up of the same chunk. Here the excellent work done in deconvo-
lution of the telluric-free spectrum is clearly visible.
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Figure 5.7: The close-up of Fig. 5.6 shows the deconvolved telluric-free spectrum chunk
(blue). Here the narrow and deeper lines are clearly distinguishable from that of the observed
spectrum (red)
5.2.3 Step 3. Modeling (T + S) & Computation of RV
This is the final step in the determination of relative radial velocity. Here we outline the
intermediate steps between templates created from Step 1 & 2 to the calculations of relative
RV. The steps are:
3.1 Calculation of barycentric velocity
3.2 Modeling of T with S
3.3 Computing relative RV
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In order to determine the relative RV of a target observed at two different epochs, the
frame of reference from which the two velocities are compared needs to be stationary. The
frame of reference for an observer is the Earth. Therefore the motion of the Earth around the
Sun, and the Sun’s motion around the galactic center needs to be taken into consideration.
Motion due to the Earth and the Sun is called the Barycentric velocity. Once the barycentric
velocity is computed, we begin with the modeling of the T and S.
From steps 1 & 2 we obtain the two templates, T and S. The T template gives us the
telluric lines while S template gives the pure target spectrum. Using the PSF calculated
from Step 1 we can now convolve the model and fit it to our observations. Mathematically
such a process can be written as
Obs ≈ Model = (T × S)⊗ PSF (5.4)
This equation works in the following way. The spectral chunk of a target telluric-free tem-
plate, S, is doppler-shifted by a known specific value. For this velocity value, spectral chunk
of the telluric template T for the same wavelength region is wavelength calibrated through
shifting and stretching and recalibrating the line-depths. These simultaneous calibration are
performed in order to find the best fit between observation and the model. Quantitatively
the best fit is defined such that the χ2 of the observations and the model is minimum. The
fit is written mathematically as,
χ2 =
(
Obs−Model
σ
)2
(5.5)
Once the χ2 minimum is calculated, the process repeats for a different velocity value.
The plot of the best fit is shown in figure 5.8. In this plot each point for a given velocity is
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the minimum χ2. The plot therefore gives the minimum of the minimum χ2 for one value of
velocity. This velocity is then determined by fitting the χ2 plot by a polynomial. For a given
spectral range for an order, the plot gives a velocity of 2.48 km s−1 for a χ2 value of 0.02.
This therefore is the velocity of the target with reference to the telluric lines. The process is
then repeated for the same target but observed at different epoch. The velocities are again
computed. Finally the difference between in the velocity between the two epochs gives the
relative velocity of the target.
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Figure 5.8: THe minimum chi-square fit between the model and the target. Each point
corresponds to a velocity value.
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5.3 Calculation of Absolute Velocity
The calculation of absolute velocity is important not only because they help us understand
the stellar kinematics but they can also help identify new velocity template stars. Compu-
tation of absolute velocity requires the use of a velocity template. A velocity template is a
star whose measured absolute velocity shows no change when measured over many epochs.
vB10 is such a template. When carrying out RV observations, depending on the location of
the observatory, one is left little choice in deciding which template to choose from. However
if more stars are monitored for their absolute velocities, the list of velocity template will
increase facilitating astronomers in their observations.
Here we outline the procedure in calculation of absolute velocity. We request the reader
to turn to Appendix 3 for step-by-step guide to calculation of absolute RV. The process in
determining absolute radial velocity is as follows:
1. Preparation of data for the keywords
2. Running the FXCOR task in IRAF
3. Calculating the zero-point
4. Computing absolute velocity
The first step is the most important and crucial in calculating absolute radial velocity. This is
because the task FXCOR makes use of unique keywords which are embedded in the working
files. The keywords used for calculations absolute RV are: target RA, target DEC, exposure
time, the epoch of observations and middle of UTC.
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Figure 5.9: Typical header of a target observed on Keck II
The above figure shows header information of vB10 observed on the Keck II in June,
2007. The RA and DEC provided by the telescope software is not always corrected as it
take the position of the telescope on the target. This may be different from given by an
astronomical database such as SIMBAD. However care must be taken in making sure the
target does not have a very high proper motion. Thus the RA and DEC of the target are
taken from SIMBAD and updated in the header. Most often the exposure time is included in
the header however it may be tagged as ITIME rather than EXPTIME. Finally the correct
UTC needs to be updated. On the Keck, the UTC imprinted in the header is the starting
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time of the exposure. The central UTC time in this case is defined as:
CentralUTC = UTC +
ITIME
2
(5.6)
Given our precision to be ≈ 300 m/s, the calculations of Central UTC was not required. The
next step is to make sure the keywords are understood by IRAF. For this the KEYWPARS
task in RV package is updated. The screenshot of this package is shown.
Figure 5.10: KEYWPARS task in IRAF. Note the keywords for RA and DEC for vB10 have
been changed
Note that for Keck, the epoch of observations needs to be manually included. Once this
has been carried out, we begin the calculations of absolute RV using the task FXCOR.
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5.3.1 Fourier cross-correlation (FXCOR) task in IRAF
FXCOR applies Fourier cross-correlation to the input target and the template spectrum.
The cross-correlation is performed by shifting the input file along the dispersion axis until
a similarity between the input and the template spectrum is found. The fit between the
template and the input is best if the cross-correlation function equals unity. Figure 5.11
shows a cross-correlation between an two epochs of vB10.
Figure 5.11: Summary plot of a typical operation in FXCOR
As an example to illustrate the function of FXCOR, we took the input file as the 2001
observations of vB10 while the template file was the 2007 observations of the same target.
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The top panel in the figure shows the wavelength region that is correlated. The wavelength
region corresponds to order 61 or aperture 6. In this order one can clearly see the two strong
peaks of K I. Notice the continuum of the spectrum is straightened but not normalized to
unity. The straightening of the spectrum is important in facilitating the cross-correlation.
The central panel in the figure is the whole cross-correlation function (CCF). Notice the
function is very symmetric throughout the range.
The bottom panel is the zoomed portion of the cross-correlation function in the central
panel. This region is indicated by two vertical lines in the central panel. Here too we see
the CCF to be quite symmetric. This suggests that the two spectra are identical.
Figure 5.12: Telluric contribution can be seen a a bump in the cross-correlation function
near -50 km s−1 relative velocity
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If for instance the target had a spectroscopic binary, the contribution of the binary will
appear in the spectra. The cross-correlation function will not look symmetric but show
a bump. Such a bump in the cross-correlation function can also come from the telluric
contribution in the spectra. The bump due to telluric contribution can be seen in Figure
5.12. The telluric contribution is seen quite pronounced near -50 relative RV while the
contribution from the intrinsic lines in the target spectrum show another bump near 0
relative RV.
The radial velocity is determined by using the peak fitting algorithms. FXCOR provides
the user with five peak fitting functions. They include parabola, Gaussian, Lorentzian, center
1D and sinc. For the calculations of absolute RV we made use of the Gaussian peak fitting
function. If no heliocentric velocity keyword (VHELIO) is used in the template file, the
program calculates the shift between the two spectra. Such a shift gives the relative RV.
If the VHELIO keyword with the appropriate absolute velocity is included in the keyword,
FXCOR will compute the absolute RV for the input target. Using the keywords provided
by the user, FXCOR computes up to three velocities. These velocities are:
Refrvobs = cataloguetemp−vel − H(temp) (5.7)
Vrel = c×
(
10(wpc×shift)−1.0)
)
(5.8)
Vobs =
[(
1 + Refrvobs
c
)
× (10(wpc×shift)−1.0))] (5.9)
Vhelio = Vobs + H(object) (5.10)
where H() is defined as the heliocentric correction for that observations.
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The dispersion solution calculated during the wavelength calibration process may not be
perfect. In fact even though the same arc lamps may be used and the process of reduction
is similar, there could be certain differences between the two solutions. If uncorrected such
shifts can creep into the calculations of velocities. Such errors are called the zero-point errors.
As mentioned in the section 5.2.1, telluric lines can be used to compute such shifts.
In the FXCOR task we take the input spectrum as that of the target but contaminated
by telluric lines. As with the template we do the same.
Figure 5.13: Telluric contribution can be seen a a bump in the cross-correlation function
near -50 km s−1 relative velocity
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Figure 5.13 shows a screenshot of cross-correlation between telluric contaminated target
and the telluric line. The CCF is very good function with a peak close to 1.0. This indicates
a very good correlation. As can be seen in the figure, the relative velocity calculated is 0.192
km/s while the error involved in the heliocentric velocity is also 0.192 km/s. This indicates
that the zero-point between 2001 and 2007 epoch is 0.192 ± 0.192. This is effectively equal
to zero. Thus for this example there is no zero-point error. However if the error does exist
between the two spectra, the value is subtracted from the heliocentric velocity give by Vh in
the FXCOR task.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter we have learnt to use two techniques, the Self-calibration and the Fourier
cross-correlation to compute relative radial and absolute velocities of our targets. The calcu-
lations for the relative radial velocity were performed on 15 targets for which we have more
than one epochs. The absolute velocities were calculated for 36 of our targets. The results
of these calculations are listed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS
In chapter 4 we described the technique of identifying neutral atomic lines in the spectra of
M dwarfs. We then discussed the calculation of pseudo-equivalent widths (p-EW)(Mart´ın
et al. 1996, Pavlenko 1997, Hamilton & Stauffer, 1993) of the identified spectral lines. In
Chapter 5, we described the self-calibration method (Endl et al. 2003; Rodler et al. 2010)
to deconvolve the spectra of the target. Using the deconvolved spectra, we determined the
relative radial velocity of targets that had more than one epoch. Lastly, we described the
method for the calculation of absolute radial velocity.
In this chapter we employ the methods and techniques we acquried from Chapters 4 & 5.
We then state the results of our work. We provide wavelength position of each neutral atomic
line we have identified and indicate them in the spectra of M dwarfs. Next we list p-EW
values of strong spectral lines. Calculations of weak lines are difficult to carry out and more
often fraught with errors (see Chapter 7). For complete list of p-EW of all our targets, the
reader is requested to turn to Appendix C. We also state and list the relationship between
spectral type and p-EW. Lastly, the calculations of relative radial and absolute velocities for
some of our targets are listed.
6.1 Identified lines
Table 6.1 shows the wavelength positions of the identified neutral atomic lines. The first
column lists the wavelength position of the neutral atomic line as it is listed in Vienna
Atomic Line Database (VALD)(Kupka et al., 2000). The second line position was calculated
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using the SPLOT task in IRAF 1. The last column is the oscillator strength, log(gf) for
each line. Log(gf) is a dimensionless quantity that states the strength of a transition. The
more negative log(gf), the weaker is the transition. As stated in Section 4.3, the wavelength
position of atomic lines are calculated in air.
To observe the dependence of neutral atomic lines on spectral type, we plot spectra of
10 objects with spectral types M5.0-M9.5 as seen in Figures 6.1-6.3. These objects are
stacked in increasing spectral type which corresponds to decreasing temperature(?). The
objects include GJ1156 (M5.0), GJ1002 (M5.5), GJ905 (M6.0), LHS1363 (M6.5), LHS3003
(M7.0), 2M0417-0800 (M7.5), VB10 (M8.0), 2M0140+2701 (M8.5), 2M0443+0002 (M9.0),
2M1733+4633 (M9.5). Such plots provide information about variation in the depth and
width of neutral atomic lines with respect to temperature. The spectral type of each object
is listed on the right of the figure. Each spectra was normalized to unity at the wavelength
it was centered at. For the sake of clarity, a constant was added to the normalized flux of
each target. Dash vertical lines in each figure indicate the wavelength position of neutral
atomic line.
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the As-
sociation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation
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Table 6.1. Atomic Lines in M dwarfs spectra
VALD Wavelength IRAF Wavelength Atomic Line log (gf)
11690.220 11690.210 K I 0.250
11769.639 11769.630 K I -0.450
11772.838 11772.800 K I 0.512
11783.265 11783.250 Fe I -1.668
11828.185 11828.338 Mg I -0.290
11882.846 11882.768 Fe I -1.668
11892.878 11892.888 Ti I -1.908
11973.048 11973.118 Fe I -1.483
12432.270 12432.270 K I -0.439
12522.134 12522.165 K I -0.139
12679.144 12679.144 Na I -1.340
12738.383 12738.564 Ti I -1.394
12821.672 12821.600 Ti I -1.535
12847.033 12847.040 Ti I -1.548
12899.764 12899.760 Mn I -1.059
13123.410 13123.410 Al I 0.270
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 6.1. Atomic Lines in M dwarfs
VALD Wavelength IRAF Wavelength Atomic Line log (gf)
13134.942 13134.90 Ca I -0.119
13150.753 13150.750 Al I -0.030
Figure 6.1 shows the orders 65 (top panel) and 64 (bottom panel). The order 65 has
strong K I lines and a weak Fe I. This figure is centered around K I (11690 A˚) which is the
position of K I to the left of the figure. Order 64 is indicated by two Fe I lines that seem
to persist to the end of M spectral type. This order also has two weak Ti I and Mg I lines.
This figure is centered at (11890 A˚) which is the position of Fe I which is also to the left of
the figure.
Centered at 12520 (A˚), this top panel in the Figure 6.2 shows two more strong K I lines.
The bottom panel shows the Na I that weaks with decreasing temperature while the Ti I to
its right persists until M9.5. Lastly, the top panel in Figure 6.3 shows a strong Mn I and
two weak Ti I. The bottom panel has two Al I lines which weaken with spectral type and a
Ca I line.
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6.2 Pseudo-equivalent width
Tables 6.2 - 6.14 lists the p-EW of 13 of the 18 neutral atomic lines identified in M dwarf
spectra. Each table is sorted by decreasing spectral type. Each target is indicated by its
2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and alternate name. In addition the tables list the observation
data, the signal-to-noise ratio and the spectral type. For complete listing of the p-EW for
our targets, the reader is requested to turn to Appendix D.
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Figure 6.1: Order 65 (top) and Order 64 (bottom). Indicated are the K I and Fe I lines
along with Mg I and Ti I. 104
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Figure 6.2: Order 61 (top) and Order 60 (bottom)
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Figure 6.3: Order 59 (top) and Order 58 (bottom)
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Table 6.2: p-EW of K I (λ = 11680 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.9737 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.9901 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 2.2504 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 27 2.2924 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 2.5417 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 2.5008 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 3.1297 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 3.0995 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 4.1866 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 4.3132 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 4.2171 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 4.3371 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 5.0533 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 5.0149 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 5.5137 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 5.9526 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 5.9 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 6.3241 30.46
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Table 6.3: p-EW of K I (λ = 11680 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.9737 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.9901 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 2.2504 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 27 2.2924 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 2.5417 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 2.5008 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 3.1297 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 3.0995 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 4.1866 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 4.3132 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 4.2171 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 4.3371 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 5.0533 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 5.0149 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 5.5137 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 5.9526 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 5.9 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 6.3241 30.46
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Table 6.4: p-EW of K I (λ = 11772 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 3.087 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 2.7733 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 3.2553 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 3.6395 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 3.413 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 3.6773 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 4.3925 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 5.4645 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 6.4028 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 6.9519 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 6.3674 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 5.0646 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 7.0903 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 7.0792 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 8.1547 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 7.6145 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 6.0921 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 7.6337 30.46
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Table 6.5: p-EW of Fe I (λ = 11784 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.2211 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.2178 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.2166 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.2853 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.1844 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.2553 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.2275 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 0.2451 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.2668 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.2417 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 0.2297 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 0 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 30.46
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Table 6.6: p-EW of Fe I (λ = 11884 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.0328 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.0843 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.1081 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 1.1734 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.7423 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.2278 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 1.1606 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 1.4177 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.3004 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.3427 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.4067 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 1.2374 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.1937 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.3724 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.3012 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 1.3012 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 1.2318 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.0189 30.46
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Table 6.7: p-EW of Fe I (λ = 11974 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.2334 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.0361 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.0902 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 1.0968 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.8874 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.1167 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 1.3267 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 1.344 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.6835 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.3427 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.3742 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 1.2976 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.6381 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.6079 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.3169 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 1.2108 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 1.2509 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.2993 30.46
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Table 6.8: p-EW of K I (λ = 12433 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.5294 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.4132 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.952 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 2.0428 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 1.7709 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 2.1498 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 2.3727 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 2.3723 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 3.3185 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 3.5052 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 3.4548 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 3.2152 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 3.5797 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 3.5066 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 4.1796 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 3.6499 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 3.6103 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 4.193 30.46
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Table 6.9: p-EW of K I (λ = 12520 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.5215 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.7241 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 2.0935 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 2.0606 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 1.8018 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 2.1908 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 2.7417 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 2.784 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 4.0966 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 4.4107 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 3.9 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 3.2543 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 4.5597 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 4.5166 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 4.9222 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 4.3275 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 3.8594 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 4.8729 30.46
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Table 6.10: p-EW of Na I (λ = 12820 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 0 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.53 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.6618 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.6782 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.5953 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.492 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.6388 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 0.4852 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.5052 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 0 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 0.6 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.4843 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.355 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 0 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 30.46
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Table 6.11: p-EW of Ti I (λ = 12830 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1221 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.1215 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.2409 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.2506 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.1863 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.171 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.2104 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 0.1689 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.1541 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1515 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.1411 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 0.1639 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1399 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1098 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.0825 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.1388 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0.1797 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.1019 30.46
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Table 6.12: p-EW of Ti I (λ = 12850 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.2463 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.2163 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.1891 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.1525 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.1788 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1727 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.2448 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 0.188 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.2043 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.2208 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.1457 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 0.1604 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1684 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.1863 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.1114 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0.1313 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.1028 30.46
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Table 6.13: p-EW of Mn I (λ = 12899 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.4868 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.4867 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.4746 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.4348 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.2964 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.5403 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.5874 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 0.5732 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.5908 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.533 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.4428 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 0.1569 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.5732 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.5661 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.4994 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.5998 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0.4373 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.5629 30.46
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Table 6.14: p-EW of Al I (λ = 13127 A˚)
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.2231 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.1145 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.3406 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 1.2199 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 1.1382 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.1406 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 1.293 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 1.1718 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 1.2646 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.1825 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.1973 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 1.3215 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.2829 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 1.2736 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.8515 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 1.0158 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0.9901 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 1.0387 30.46
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Table 6.15: Mass of M dwarfs
Object Alt. Name SpT Obs. Date p-EW SNR
(A˚)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.7884 90.04
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.6878 237.39
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.9049 273.25
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.8108 76.44
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.6635 100
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.7131 43.11
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2007 Oct. 26 0.8554 104.65
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2007 Oct. 27 0.7131 69.25
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2007 Apr. 30 0.6589 107.75
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.5065 62.19
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.6736 59.93
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2007 Dec. 22 0.6537 48.92
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.5543 100
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2007 Jun. 25 0.6368 52.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.2662 125.94
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2007 Oct. 27 0.559 50.42
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2007 Oct. 26 0.4976 42.26
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2007 Jun. 25 0.2998 30.46
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Figure 6.4: Plot of K I lines in the spectra of M dwarfs. The top two panels are the K I
lines in order 65 while the bottom two are from order 61. The empty triangle represents first
epoch for the target the open circle corresponds to the second epoch.
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Figure 6.5: The top two panels in this figure are the strong Fe I observed in order 64. Note
the variation is both these plots are fairly consistent. The bottom two plots those of weak
Al I lines from order 58. The legends in this figure are the same followed in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.6: This figure shows a collection of weak lines, mostly Ti I with the exception of
Mn I which is fairly flat. The legends in this figure are the same followed in Figure 6.4.
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6.3 Physical Characteristics of M dwarfs
6.3.1 Determination of Mass
Henry et al. (1999) carried out observation of 20 M dwarfs to define the empirical mass-
luminosity relation. The relation was at MV magnitudes with a limiting magnitude os MV
= 18.5. As the distances to our targets are known, we determined the absolute magnitudes
for stars whose apparent optical magnitudes were known. Using the relation between masses
and MV , we computed the masses of our targets. Our effort in determing a relation in terms
of MV is shown in the top panel of Figure 6.7. As can be seen, we made use of the quadratic
fit.
However most of our stars have apparent J-band magnitudes. It was therefore important
to find a relation that relates masses with MJ . Using distances, we computed the absolute
J-band magnitudes. Using the targets which had MV , we then related their masses with MJ .
This relation is shown in Figure 6.7 at the bottom panel. The absolute J-band magnitudes
is in the x-axis while the y-axis shows the masses. As can be clear, the quadratic function
fits really well. Most of our targets show masses below 0.12 M. In fact some of our targets
have masses below the deuterium burning mass limit of 0.075 M. The black horizontal line
in the figure separates stars from masses. The masses of some of our targets are listed in
Table 6.16.
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Table 6.16: Mass of M dwarfs from M5.0 - M9.5
Object Alt. Name SpT Mass
(M)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 0.104
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 0.123
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 0.109
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 0.109
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 0.122
DENIS-J1552-2623 LP860-41 M6.0 0.088
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 0.074
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 0.079
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 0.074
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 0.082
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 0.081
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 0.074
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 0.083
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 0.068
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 0.070
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 0.069
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 0.069
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Figure 6.7: The top figure shows the MLR relation obtained from Henry et al. 1999. The
bottomw shows the mass of our targets.
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6.3.2 Determination of Surface Gravity (log g)
In continuing our efforts in computing physical parameters, the logical next thing is the
computation of surface gravity. In the previous section we calculated the masses of our
targets. We found that the masses of most of targets lie below 0.12 M. For these masses,
the evolutionary models of Chabrier et al. (2000) and Baraffe et al. (2002) suggest a radii of
0.1 R (Ribas, 2005). In addition, we assume that these stars are rigid rotators. With these
tools in our hand, we make use of the simple equation,
g =
GM
R2
(6.1)
to compute the gravity of the stars. Table 6.17 gives the surface gravity of some of our
targets. As can be seen from the table most of our targets line between log g = 5.30 - 5.50.
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Table 6.17: Surface Gravity of M dwarfs from M5.0 - M9.5
Object Alt. Name SpT log g
(cgs)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 5.45
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 5.53
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 5.47
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 5.47
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 5.47
DENIS-J1552-2623 LP860-41 M6.0 5.41
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 5.38
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 5.33
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 5.30
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 5.35
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 5.34
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 5.30
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 5.35
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 5.27
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 5.28
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 5.27
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 5.27
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Figure 6.8: Empirical relation between temperature and spectral type
6.3.3 Determination of Effective Temperature
Of all the physical parameters, effective temperture is the most fundamental parameter in
Astrophysics. Most often the determination of effective temperature is carried by using
atmospheric models. However, Mohanty and Basri (2003) in their paper on rotation and
activity in mid-M to L dwarfs established an empirical relationship between effective tem-
perature and spectral type. Their M dwarfs ranged in M4.0 - M9.5. Using their relation
to our targets, we were able to determine temperatures. Table 6.18 list the temperature of
some of our targets.
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Table 6.18: Effective Temperatures of M dwarfs from M5.0 - M9.5
Spectral Type Temperature σ Temp.
(K) (K)
M3.0 3300 132.3 3296
M3.5 3400 - 3220
M4.0 3175 106.1 3143
M5.0 2925 176.8 2990
M5.5 - - 2914
M6.0 2850 70.71 2837
M6.5 2775 106.1 2760
M7.0 - - 2684
M7.5 - - 2600
M8.0 2575 247.5 2530
M8.5 2400 - 2455
M9.0 2400 50 2380
M9.5 2300 - 2300
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6.3.4 Rotational Velocity
The calculations of rotational velocities were carried using the cross-correlation of the target
spectra against the template spectra an effective zero rotational velocity. The procedure
makes use of the assumption that the width of the broadened line is proportional to the
rotation velocity of the star. Thus when the width of CCF is compared to the template
the width gives the rotational velocity of the star. This follows the method as described in
detail by Tinney & Reid (1998), Mohanty and Basri (2003) and White & Basri 2003. The
cross-correlation is done for each order independently. The final vsin i is then obtained as
the mean value of all the orders.
In our calculations, we used considered vB10 as the rotational velocity template. The
rotational velocity of vB10 is 6 km/s Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006). Given the limitation of
the instrument of 10 km/s Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006), vB10 can be considered effectively as
non-rotator. Using the program by Pavalenko, we broadened the spectra using the equation
provided by Gray et al. (2004) for different rotational velocities. We began with 10 km/s
to 40 km/s in steps of 5 km/s. We thus obtained a table of correlated velocities. The CCF
width was computed and the value was correlated with the table. The rotational velocities
of some of our targets are listed in table below.
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Table 6.19: Rotational Velocities of M dwarfs from M5.0 - M9.5
Object Alt. Name SpT Rot.Velocity
(km s−1)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 10.83 ± 1.22
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 11.67 ± 1.20
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 15.83 ± 2.31
DENIS-J1552-2623 LP860-41 M6.0 14.75 ± 1.12
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 12.50 ± 1.51
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 11.50 ± 1.19
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 10.02 ± 1.30
2M1546+3749 - M7.5 8.13 ± 1.47
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 7.63 ± 1.65
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 6.67 ± 2.04
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 < 5
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 6.50 ± 1.53
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 < 5
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 11.25 ± 2.06
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 14.00 ± 3.48
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6.4 Absolute Radial Velocity
The calculations of absolute radial velocities are explained in detain in the previous chapter.
Here we list some of targets.
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Table 6.20: Absolute Radial Velocity of M dwarfs from M5.0 - M9.5
Object Alt. Name SpT RV
(km s−1)
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 34.96 ± 0.91
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 7.87 ± 0.56
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 -39.51 ± 3.8
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 20.59 ± 2.31
DENIS-J1552-2623 LP860-41 M6.0 13.32 ± 1.64
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 -16.86 ± 1.74
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 41.77 ± 1.19
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 48.48 ± 0.30
2M1546+3749 - M7.5 -22.07 ± 2.47
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 4.27 ± 0.65
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 -11.91 ± 2.04
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 -3.73 ± 0.93
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 12.55 ± 1.53
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 -6.28 ± 1.13
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 32.24 ± 1.06
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 -8.99 ± 0.95
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we will give an overview of the results presented so far, and compare them
to those carried out by other teams in the field.
7.1 Line Identification
In the field of characterization and classification of M dwarfs, five major studies have been
conducted to date. One of the first such study is the classification of M dwarfs carried out
by Kirkpatrick, Henry and McCarthy (Kirkpatrick et al., 1991). Though this study was
performed in the optical wavelengths, it marked a refinement to earlier spectral classification
studies (e.g (Pickering, 1891),(Pickering et al., 1904),(Hoffleit, 1943) and (Boeshaar, 1976b)).
In this study Kirkpatrick et al. observed 37 K and M dwarfs in the wavelength region of
6000 - 9000 A˚. This work was later extended to near-infrared region (Kirkpatrick et al.,
1993). Few years later Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999) built an atomic line list in the near-
infrared J (1.00-1.34 µm) and H bands (1.49-1.80 µm). They identified the spectral lines and
computed oscillator strengths and damping constants by fitting the solar spectrum. In 2001
near-infrared spectral classification of late M and L dwarfs was carried out by Reid et al.
(2001). In this study they used a low resolution spectrograph on the UK Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT) to observe 11 dwarfs with spectral type ranging from M7-L8. They identified
neutral atomic lines and calculated their equivalent widths. In 2005 a medium-resolution
near-infrared spectroscopic sequence of M, L and T dwarfs was presented by Cushing et al.
(2005). Their worked spanned the near- mid- and far-infrared regions. They identified over
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60 lines in 11 M dwarfs. This has been one of the most comprehensive work in this field.
Lastly, McLean et al. (2007) followed up on their work (e.g. (McLean et al., 2000c) by using
a higher resolution (R ∼ 20,000) NIRSPEC spectrograph (McLean et al., 2000a).
The table 7.1 gives a list of lines identified by some of these groups as well as the lines we
have identified. As seen in Chapter 4, our results were first compared to the models(Lyubchik
et al., 2004). Note that the position of some of the lines in Cushing et al. (2005) and McLean
et al. (2007) differ from those of Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999) and our work. McLean et al.
(2007) state that they made use of NIST (Sansonetti et al., 1992) atomic line database.
Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999) made use of atomic line lists from various authors such as
Ramsauer et al. (1995), Kurucz (1995) to name few. As discussed in Chapter 4, we made
use of the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD) (Kupka et al., 2000). Similarity between
Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999) and VALD suggests that the line list used by Mele´ndez and
Barbuy (1999) was later compiled into VALD database. Nonetheless wavelength positions
between ours and McLean et al. (2007) differ only by 3 A˚. Thus our results are in good
agreement with McLean et al. (2007) and Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999).
Most of the neutral atomic lines in the spectra of M dwarfs have been identified by
Cushing et al. (2005) and verified by McLean et al. (2007). However two lines, Ti I (12738
A˚) and Ca I (13134 A˚) are observed in Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999) and Lyubchik et al.
(2004). Though their log(gf) values of -1.394 and -0.119 for Ti I and Ca I, respectively, may
seem comparable to other strong lines (see Figure 6.4) both these lines are fairly weak. The
Ca I on the other hand, is blended by more strong molecular species.
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Table 7.1: Neutral Atomic Line Comparison
Atomic Element Cushing et al. McLean et al. Melendez et al. This work log(gf)
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚) (A˚)
K I 11692.43 11693.42 11690.20 11690.21 0.250
K I - 11772.86 11769.63 11769.63 -0.450
K I 11778.41 11776.06 11772.83 11772.84 0.512
Fe I 11801.10 11786.49 - 11783.25 -1.668
Mg I 11828.34 - - 11833.52 -0.290
Fe I 11891.90 11886.10 11882.85 11882.77 -1.666
Ti I - 11896.12 11892.89 11892.89 -1.908
Fe I 11974.24 11976.32 11973.04 11973.05 -1.483
K I 12436.84 12435.67 12432.27 12432.27 -0.439
K I 12528.86 12525.56 12522.11 12522.17 -0.139
Na I 12681.25 12682.61 12679.15 12679.14 -1.340
Ti I - - 12738.56 12738.39 -1.394
Ti I 12827.30 12834.95 12821.67 12821.61 -1.535
Ti I 12851.49 12850.54 12847.05 12847.03 -1.548
Mn I 12904.63 12903.29 12899.76 12899.76 -1.059
Al I 13130.51 13127.01 13123.44 13123.41 0.270
Ca I - - 13134.94 13134.90 -0.119
Al I - 13154.34 13150.77 13150.75 -0.030
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7.2 Pseudo-Equivalent Widths
Before we enter into the discussion of pseudo-equivalent widths and the effects temperature
and gravity have on it, it is useful to create a background by discussing the features of the
lines that dominate the spectra of M dwarfs.
For each of 36 targets we extracted 10 apertures. Apertures on the extremities, one
(order 66) and ten (order 57) show higher noise than the rest of the apertures. They also
suffer from instrumental aberrations. Apertures three and four do not have strong neutral
atomic lines. The spectral features that dominate these apertures are those of FeH and H2O.
Excluding these four apertures, we are left with six which we will describe in the following
section. For convenience of seeing the transition from M5.0 to M9.5, we choose 10 targets
which fell in these spectral range. These were then stacked for each aperture and plotted.
Figures 6.2 to 6.2 illustrate these transitions.
Order 65 (11649.60 - 11820.70 A˚) At the shortest wavelength dispersion order, order 65,
is dominated by K I lines (Figure 6.1). When observed at lower resolution, these neutral
atomic lines are seen as doublet (Kirkpatrick et al., 1993), (Jones et al., 1996) and (Cushing
et al., 2005). However at higher resolution, the K I lines at longer wavelength are observed to
be split into two, thus forming a triplet of K I lines McLean et al. (2007), Rice et al. (2010).
The K I lines are narrow at spectral type M5.0 but begin to broaden with decreasing spectral
type. As temperature and surface gravity contributes to pressure broadening (Rice et al.,
2010), this suggests that K I lines are sensitive to both temperature and gravity. However
calculations carried out by Rice et al. (2010) suggest that it is not possible to distinguish the
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amount of contribution coming from temperature or gravity. This degeneracy can be broken
by looking at the strength of molecular lines. One such line exists in the close vicinity of K I
line. The H2O line at 11657.90 A˚ is sensitive to temperature and increasing with decreasing
temperature. It is however weakly sensitive to gravity. In Figure 6.1 in the previous chapter,
it is possible to distinguish the H2O line in early M dwarfs. However the line blends with
other molecular lines with decreasing temperature and increasing noise.
The Fe I is rather short and weak when compared to K I lines. This line maintains its
strength until M9.0 but weakens after that. At 9.5 it is drowned by the noise in the spectra.
Some features are seen near 11750 A˚, however they are suggested to be strong transitions of
H2O (McLean et al., 2007).
Order 64 (11829.30 - 120001.10 A˚) This order is characterized by two strong Fe I lines
(Figure 6.1). The Fe I line at 11882 A˚ is split into two Fe I while the Fe I line at 11973
has a weaker Fe I line that is blended with other lines. These lines are mostly insensitive to
temperature and gravity (Rice et al., 2010). Unlike K I lines in Orders 65 and 61, Fe I lines
show very little sign of broadening.
Other lines in this order include the weak Mg I and Ti I. The Mg I line is seen at the edge
of the order. It is interesting to note that Mg I line has also been observed in the spectra
of Arctarus (Lyubchik et al., 2004). Ti I line is barely visible in early mid-M dwarfs. It
weakens further as temperature decreases. Eventually it blends with other FeH lines before
it is drowned by the noise.
Order 61 (124809.10 - 12591.30 A˚) Like Order 65, this order is also dominated by K
I lines. At M5.0 K I start out as narrow lines while widen substantially with decreasing
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temperature. The broadening of K I lines in orders 65 and 61 can be explained as follows.
The neutral atomic lines arise due to electron transitions. However as the temperature
decreases these transitions become less frequent and subsequently the line weakens. This
weakening of the line is observed in Fe I, Ti I, Na I. However the K I lines do not weaken but
widen with decreasing temperature. The cooling of the star causes the dust to form in its
atmosphere. This dust settles below the photosphere thus improving the gas opacity at the
wavelengths we are observing (McLean et al., 2007). The improvement in opacity, helps the
observer to see deeper into the atmosphere of the star. Thus line formation is observed at
larger depths where pressure is higher (Saumon et al., 2003). High pressure at these depths
cause the lines to broaden through collision broadening (Burrows and Volobuyev, 2003).
This order is also the least contaminated by atmospheric water lines. Therefore Order 61 is
one of the best orders used for computation of radial and rotational velocities.
Order 60 (12408.10 - 12799.90 A˚) Unlike Order 61, this order is heavily contaminated
with telluric lines. Subtraction of telluric lines shows a weak Na I in this order (Figure 6.2).
This line is so weak that by M8.0, it becomes non-existant. We have also found the Ti I line
at 12738.383 which the models of Mele´ndez and Barbuy (1999) and Lyubchik et al. (2004)
predict.
Order 59 (12826.20 - 13015.10 A˚) The atomic lines in Order 59 are weaker than the
K I lines seen in Orders 65 and 61 (Figure 6.3). However it is interesting to observe that
though the two Ti I lines weaken with decreasing temperature the Mn I line shows no sign
of weakening. It also does not broaden with later spectral type. This suggest that Mn I line
is insensitive to both temperature and gravity.
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Order 58 (13120.20 - 13645.10 A˚) At the longest dispersion order, Order 58, contains an
Al doublets at 13134.9 and 13150.75 A˚ (Figure 6.3). The Al I lines weaken with decreasing
temperature but seem to persist until M9.5. Like K I lines, they too broaden but their
weakening strength blends them with other FeH lines. We also find Ca I line that is blended
with other FeH lines.
7.2.1 Comparison of p-EW
The computation of line strengths in the near-infrared have been carried out by Reid et al.
(2001), Cushing et al. (2005) at low resolution, and McLean et al. (2007) at high resolution.
Here we compare our results with these authors. Tables 7.2 - 7.6 lists the p-EW values for K
I lines in Orders 65 and 61, Fe I and Al I in orders 64 and 58, respectively. Note that Reid
et al. (2001) calculated p-EW for late M dwarfs while McLean et al. (2007) had a very small
sample of M dwarfs. The most comprehensive so far has been the work by Cushing et al.
(2005) where they calculated line strengths of 7 M dwarfs with spectral types M5.0 - M9.5.
Our survey of M dwarfs with 36 M dwarfs spanning the same spectral range as Cushing et al.
(2005) have made the study of p-EW more comprehensive than before.
p-EW values of K I lines in Order 65 show a good agreement with those of Cushing et al.
(2005) and Reid et al. (2001) for most of the spectral types. For others they are within
the error bars. Note that Reid et al. (2001) do not list errors in their measurements. We
do notice some deviation in p-EW for spectral types M9.0 and M9.5. This is particularly
signifiant for K I line at 11771 A˚. Unfortunately, Cushing et al. (2005) and our survey had
two targets for M9.0 and one target for M9.5. More targets at these spectral type need to
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be observed.
For K I lines in Order 61, McLean et al. (2007) and Reid et al. (2001) have p-EW values
that are significantly higher than Cushing et al. (2005) and our work. It is interesting to note
that for K I (12436 A˚) Reid et al. (2001) give a value of 7.5 while McLean et al. (2007) report
0.77. However the value listed by Cushing et al. (2005) of 3.9 ± 0.3 is in good agreement with
our value of 3.72 ± 0.56. In fact for most of the lines and spectral types, our results agree
very well with those of Cushing et al. (2005). Figures 7.1 - 7.5 illustrates the comparison of
our data with those in the literature.
Table 7.2: p-EW of K I line at 11690 A˚
Spectral Type Reid et al. Cushing et al. This work
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚)
M5.0 - 1.7 ± 0.1 1.77 ± 0.13
M6.0 - 3.0 ± 0.1 3.03 ± 0.10
M7.0 - 4.2 ± 0.1 4.32 ± 0.22
M8.0 5.7 5.0 ± 0.2 5.05 ± 0.28
M8.5 6.4 - 5.74 ± 0.32
M9.0 6.2 5.5 ± 0.3 5.98 ± 0.52
M9.5 5.4 6.3 ± 0.3 6.32 ± 0.61
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Table 7.3: p-EW of K I line at 11771 A˚
Spectral Type Reid et al. Cushing et al. This work
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚)
M5.0 - 2.9 ± 0.1 3.02 ± 0.20
M6.0 - 4.7 ± 0.1 3.03 ± 0.30
M7.0 - 6.4 ± 0.2 6.73 ± 0.20
M8.0 5.7 7.0 ± 0.2 7.23 ± 0.34
M8.5 8.6 - 7.64 ± 0.35
M9.0 7.5 8.4 ± 0.3 6.68 ± 0.56
M9.5 7.1 9.1 ± 0.4 7.70 ± 0.76
Table 7.4: p-EW of K I line at 12436 A˚
Spectral Type Reid et al. McLean et al. Cushing et al. This work
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚) (A˚)
M5.0 - - 1.3 ± 0.1 1.52 ± 0.18
M6.0 - 5.6 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 0.1 2.32 ± 0.10
M7.0 - - 3.2 ± 0.2 3.32 ± 0.20
M8.0 5.7 - 3.5 ± 0.2 3.58 ± 0.30
M8.5 8.6 - - 4.10 ± 0.35
M9.0 7.5 0.77 ± 0.01 3.9 ± 0.3 3.72 ± 0.32
M9.5 7.1 4.6 ± 0.4 4.20 ± 0.56
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Table 7.5: p-EW of K I line at 12528 A˚
Spectral Type Reid et al. McLean et al. Cushing et al. This work
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚) (A˚)
M5.0 - - 1.7 ± 0.1 1.80 ± 0.16
M6.0 - 5.2 ± 0.5 2.9 ± 0.1 2.30 ± 0.12
M7.0 - - 4.3 ± 0.1 4.27 ± 0.26
M8.0 5.7 - 4.7 ± 0.2 4.52 ± 0.29
M8.5 8.6 - - 4.77 ± 0.28
M9.0 7.5 0.80 ± 0.01 5.25 ± 0.3 4.21 ± 0.36
M9.5 7.1 6.4 ± 0.4 5.44 ± 0.64
Table 7.6: p-EW of Fe I and Al I
Spectral Type Cushing et al. This Work
Fe I (11891 A˚) Al I (13130 A˚) Fe I (11891 A˚) Al I (13130 A˚)
M5.0 1.3 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.1 1.24 ± 0.1 1.26 ± 0.10
M6.0 1.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 1.22 ± 0.10
M7.0 1.2 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 1.24 ± 0.1 1.24 ± 0.10
M8.0 0.8 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2 1.12 ± 0.2 1.19 ± 0.11
M9.0 0.9 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.4 1.21 ± 0.1 1.11 ± 0.16
M9.5 0.8 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.4 1.01 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.19
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of K I at 11690 A˚ (top) and 11771 A˚ (bottom) with values from
literature. 145
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of K I at 12440 A˚ (top) and 12530 A˚ (bottom) with values from
literature. 146
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of Fe I at 11890 A˚ with values from literature.
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7.2.2 Relation between p-EW and Spectral Type
The relation between equivalent widths and spectral types have been studied to establish
luminosity criterion (e.g (Balona, 1975), (Weistrop, 1967), (Underhill, 1995)) and spectral
classification (Hillenbrand et al., 1995; Hillenbrand, 1995). Following the work done before
us, and having calculated p-EW for 36 M dwarfs we establish a relation between p-EW and
spectral type. This task is achieved by carrying out a linear regression to the data and
obtaining the equation of the fit. As seen in Figures 6.4 - 6.6, we have fit a linear function to
12 neutral atomic lines. The line parameters for each of the lines are summarized in Table
7.7. This relation is very important for establishing spectral type of unknown late-M dwarfs.
When a star of an unknown spectral type is observed, calculations of its p-EW with the use
of the relations provided in Table 7.7 will help determine the spectral type of the star. Note
that the uncertainty in determination of spectral type is reduced greatly when the p-EW
values of 12 lines in the star with unknown spectral type is compared well to our results.
This process of determining spectral types is independent of distance or luminosity criterion.
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Table 7.7: p-EW - Spectral type Relation
Wavelength y = mx+b
A˚ Element m b
11690 K I 0.997 ± 0.041 0.941 ± 0.140
11771 K I 1.1014 ± 0.103 2.284 ± 0.352
11886 Fe I -0.002 ± 0.022 1.193 ± 0.075
11976 Fe I 0.070 ± 0.026 1.109 ± 0.090
12432 K I 0.630 ± 0.046 1.059 ± 0.158
12522 K I 0.768 ± 0.067 1.152 ± 0.229
12820 Na I -0.075 ± 0.020 0.744 ± 0.064
12822 Ti I -0.011 ± 0.001 0.192 ± 0.017
12850 Ti I -0.022 ± 0.003 0.241 ± 0.010
12900 Mn I 0.020 ± 0.010 0.472 ± 0.030
13127 Al I -0.038 ± 0.014 1.323 ± 0.047
13150 Al I -0.062 ± 0.010 0.861 ± 0.034
7.3 Comparison of M dwarf physical characteristics
7.3.1 Surface Gravity
Using the mass-luminosity relation for late-M dwarfs by Henry et al. (1999) we were able
to calculate the mass of our M dwarfs. As seen in Table 6.5 in the previous chapter, the
masses range between 0.1 - 0.07 M. Assuming the radii of these targets, at mass range, to
be 0.1 R (Ribas, 2005), we were able to computed the surface gravity. The surface gravity
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of our computed log g with values with those from literature.
for these dwarfs range between (log g = 5.27 - 5.79). The evolutionary models of Chabrier
et al. (2000) and Baraffe et al. (2002) suggest that the field targets with log g of 5 and higher
have an estimated age greater than 1 Gyr.
The figure 7.4 compares the log g values we calculated with those determined through
models by Rice et al. (2010).
7.3.2 Temperature
In order to calculate effective temperature of M dwarfs, we made use of the temperature-
spectral type relation suggested by Mohanty and Basri (2003). They observed 19 M dwarfs
with spectral type M7.5 - M9.5. Using known temperature of the targets, they obtained a
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Table 7.8: Comparison of log g values with those in literature
log g (cgs)
Spectral Type Literature Rice et al. This Work
M5.0 - - 5.54 ± 0.18
M5.5 - - 5.47
M6.0 5.27 ± 0.18 5.19 5.39
M6.5 - - 5.44 ± 0.07
M7.0 5.27 ± 0.18 5.31 5.34 ± 0.06
M7.5 - - 5.33 ± 0.02
M8.0 5.27 ± 0.18 5.53 5.33 ± 0.02
M8.5 - - 5.31 ± 0.02
M9.0 5.27 ± 0.18 5.19 5.31 ± 0.06
M9.5 - - 5.27
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of our derived effective temperature with those from literature.
linear relationship between temperature and spectral type. They then derived the temper-
ature for their sample of late M dwarfs (see Table 2. (Mohanty and Basri, 2003)). The list
of temperatures for our targets are listed in Table 7.9. The table also compares the values
with those in literature. As seen in Figure 7.5 our derived temperature values are within the
errors of those in literature. However, the temperatures derived from the models by Rice
et al. (2010) show higher temperatures for M dwarfs between M7.0 and M9.0.
7.3.3 Absolute Radial Velocity
We calculated absolute radial velocity of 27 M dwarfs. Though there has been a debate on
the possibility of a Jupiter-mass planet around vB10 (see previous section) we still decided
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Table 7.9: Comparison of effective temperature of M dwarfs with that in literature
Temperature (K)
Spectral Type Literature Rice et al. This Work
M5.0 - - 2990.81 ± 132.0
M5.5 - - 2914.35 ± 120.0
M6.0 2864 ± 274.37 2911 2837.90 ± 106.1
M6.5 - - 2761.44 ± 100.2
M7.0 2610 ± 14.14 2879 2684.98 ± 176.8
M7.5 - - 2608.52 ± 102.3
M8.0 2559 ± 111.72 2806 2532.06 ± 200.5
M8.5 - - 2455.61 ± 98.98
M9.0 2363 ± 53 2753 2379.15 ± 50.0
M9.5 - - 2302.69 ± 79.1
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to use it as our template star for the following reasons. Given the precision in relative
radial velocity measurement of ∼ 3 m/s, Bean et al. (2010) have not been able to detect any
shift in relative RV of vB10. As their precision is 10 times better than ours, we can safely
assume it to have negligible relative shift. vB10 has also been considered a template star in
literature with velocity close to 35 km/s (e.g. Tinney and Reid (1998),Mart´ın (1999), Basri
and Reiners (2006), Zapatero Osorio et al. (2007)). For absolute RV calculations we adopt
heliocentric radial velocity of vB10 to be, vr = 34.37 ± 0.30 km/s.
Figure 7.8 compares our absolute radial velocity values with those from literature. Here
we do not see any kind of nonlinear dependence. This suggest that our values compares very
well with those published (Reiners and Basri (2009), Basri et al. (2000), Mohanty and Basri
(2003), Reid et al. (2002)).
Table 7.10 summarizes the heliocentric radial velocity with those reported by Reiners
and Basri (2009). In the work of Reiners and Basri (2009) they considered GJ406, an M6.0
as the heliocentric template. Though individual errors were not given, they report the error
in their calculations range between 1 -3 km/s. Looking at Figure 7.9, we find a very good
overlap of our heliocentric velocity with those of Reiners and Basri (2009). Considering their
errors line between 1-3 km/s, our values confirm their reported velocities for late M dwarfs.
7.3.4 Rotational Velocities
Eight late-M dwarfs among our targets have reported rotational velocities. Of these vB10
is considered a template. Most of the other stars as seen in the table match well within the
errors. The mean error of our calculations is ∼ 2.7 km/s. However recently Jenkins
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Table 7.10: Comparison of computed Heliocentric RV with Reiners et al.
Target Spectral Type Reiners et al. This Work
GJ406 M6.0 19.0 19.31 ± 0.55
LP655-48 M7.0 27.5 31.14 ± 1.43
LHS1937 M7.0 38.6 41.77 ± 1.19
LP775-31 M7.0 52.5 48.48 ± 0.30
2M1546-27 M7.5 -24.9 -22.07 ± 2.47
LHS2645 M7.5 3.6 4.27 ± 0.65
2M0417 M7.5 38.4 40.58 ± 0.44
2M2206 M8.0 9.8 10.81 ± 1.64
LHS3406 M8.0 -22.30 -19.31 ± 0.67
LHS1604 M8.0 -14.7 -11.91 ± 2.04
LP412-31 M8.0 44.9 46.43 ± 0.32
LP523-55 M8.0 -3.5 -3.73 ± 0.93
2M0443 M9.0 17.1 21.87 ± 1.33
LP647-13 M9.0 -6.5 -6.28 ± 1.13
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Figure 7.7: The figure shows a comparison between our work and that of Reiners and Basri
(2009),Reid et al. (2002), and Basri et al. (2000)
Table 7.11: Comparison of vsin i in literature.
Target Spectral Type Literature This Work
GJ1156 M5.0 9.2 11.67
LHS3003 M7.0 6.0 ≤ 6.5
2M2331 M7.0 11.60 9.20
LHS2645 M7.5 8.0 7.63
LP412-31 M8.0 9.0 11.88
2M0140 M8.5 6.5 ≤ 6.5
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et al. (2009) carried out spectroscopic rotational velocities of 56 M dwarfs spanning spectral
types, M3.0 - M9.5.Though none of the targets from our sample are common to theirs, a
comparison of our vsin i values in terms of spectral types with theirs will help us validate our
results. In addition, the work by our collarborator, Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006a) used the
same instrument and the setting to observe rotational velocities of late M-, L- and T-dwarfs.
Figure 7.10 compares our results with the works of Jenkins et al. (2009) and Zapatero Osorio
et al. (2006a). We find that in terms of spectral type, our vsin i values match very well with
those of (Jenkins et al., 2009). From the statistical point of view, we observe that most of
M dwarfs, even to M9.5 have very low rotational velocities. Most of these velocities lie well
below 10 km/s. This result confirms the slow rotation of M dwarfs as reported by Delfosse
et al. (1998b) and Mohanty and Basri (2003).
The correlation between rotation and spectral type was also reported by Mohanty and
Basri (2003); Bailer-Jones (2004). They observed an increasing trend in rotational velocities
as the spectral type decreased from M to T. Scholz and colleagues (Scholz and Eislo¨ffel,
2004, 2005) carried out photometric monitoring campaigns of VLMs in the open cluster of
σ Orionis and  Orionis. They observed that the rotation period of their targets decreased
with decreasing mass. Their rotation period ranged from 4 hours to 100 hours. In order to
investigate the increase in rotational period with decreasing spectral type, we plot our data
with those of Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006a). As we both have used the same instrument and
setting, we can make a fair connection between the rotational velocity transition between M
and L dwarfs. Figure 7.11 shows spectroscopic vsin i values of M and L dwarfs. We have
also included rotational velocity value of early L dwarfs to show a smooth transition in the
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increasing trend of vsin i values with spectral type. Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006a) note that
there is a hint of linear relationship between mid-M and T dwarfs. This trend is visible in
mid-M to L dwarfs.
As discussed in Chapter 5, rotational velocities were calculated using the full width half
maximum of the cross-correlation function (CCF).
Figure 7.12 show the relation between FWHM and vsin i. We clearly see an increasing
trend in FWHM of the cross-correlation function with increasing rotational velocities. This is
to be expected as the spectral lines broaden with increasing rotational velocities. Using this
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relation, vsin i values of M dwarfs in the spectral range of M5.0 - M9.5 can be calculated.The
relation is defined as:
FWHM = 1.1497(vsini) + 18.5067 (7.1)
In addition to the rotational velocities, we can also compute the rotational periods of these
stars. We make use of the analysis provided by Bailer-Jones (2004) to compute rotational
periods of M dwarfs. Assuming a radii of these M dwarfs to be 0.1 R, the average inclination
of pi/4, the rotational period, T is given by:
T =
(2pi)(0.1R)
< v >
(7.2)
where the actual rotational velocity, < v > = 1.27×(vsin i). Using the SI units the computing
the period in terms of hours, the above equation takes the form:
T =
121.47
< v >
(7.3)
The table 7.12 lists the rotational periods of M dwarfs. We note that mid- to late-M dwarfs
have mean rotational velocities less than 10 hours.
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Table 7.12: Mean Rotational Periods of M dwarfs
Target Spectral Type Mean T (hours)
GJ1156 M5.0 8.20
LP624-54 M5.0 11.52
LP860-41 M6.0 6.48
2M0013 M6.0 6.04
LHS1363 M6.5 7.65
2M0354 M6.5 10.12
LP655-48 M7.0 8.05
LHS3003 M7.0 9.38
2M1546+2749 M7.5 11.77
LHS2645 M7.5 12.54
2M2206 M8.0 6.96
LHS1604 M8.0 14.34
2M0140 M8.5 14.71
2M0443 M9.0 16.99
LP413-53 M9.0 8.50
2M1733 M9.5 6.83
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7.4 Relative Radial Velocity and Binary Frequency
Having talked about the physical parameters of our M dwarfs, we move our attention to the
the relative radial velocities (RV). As seen earlier, computation of relative RVs were carried
out with the use of the deconvolution method. Such a method has helped us achieve greater
precision. Here we discuss its implications.
7.4.1 Relative Radial Velocity
In an effort to monitor radial velocity variation in late M dwarfs, we observed 36 stars over the
course of one year. The weather related problems in December and delays due to computer
crashes in April and October hampered our goal in observing all of 36 stars. Nonetheless we
were able to observe 13 targets over two epochs while two other stars were observed three
times. This gaves us a total of 15 targets whose relative radial velocities were computed.
vB10, the radial velocity template star, was observed in June 2007 and again in July 2008.
However due to the weather, the spectra of vB10 in July 2008 was rather noisy. GJ406 and
GJ1156 had the second longest period between their epochs, the first being vB10. These
were 237 days of GJ406 and 236 days for GJ1156. GJ905 on the other hand had 122 days
between its two epochs. The rest of the stars were observed within one day.
Incidently we had two stars in our sample that are known to be binaries. These in-
clude LP349-25 and 2MASSWJ2206-2047. Forveille et al. (2005) discovered a binary around
LP349-25 with a separation of 1.2 AU. They reported that this binary had an orbital period
of 5 years. The spectral types of these stars were M8.0 and M9.0. 2MASSWJ 2206-2047 was
discovered to have a binary component (Close et al., 2003). Both these stars have spectral
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type of M8.0 with a separation of 4.4 ± 0.7 AU. Their orbital period were calculated to be
22+10−5 years.
LP349-25 was observed over three epochs however we found no relative shift. The reason
for non-detection is two-folds. The calculations of relative radial velocity of the star relies
on the motion of spectral lines with respect to an inertial frame of reference. In our case we
considered atmospheric telluric lines as the inertial reference frame. Given our precision of
∼ 200 m/s, consideration of atmospheric telluric lines as inertial frame makes an excellent
choice as the motion of telluric lines is reported to be about ±10 m/s (Seifahrt and Ka¨ufl,
2008). However LP349-25 is observed to be a fast rotator. Due to its rotation, the spectral
lines are broadened and the features smoothed. Spectra of fast rotators lack large number
of lines that are crucial to the detection of companions to stars. The second reason is the
reported orbital period of LP349-25’s binary component. As Forveille et al. (2005) stated, it
has a period of 5 years. Give the fact the largest time interval between its two epochs was
125 days and the shortest was less than a day, our baseline to observe variability was far
too short. Considering this reasoning, a non-detection of a binary (large orbital period) or
a gas-giant (smooth featureless spectra) is to be expected.
The same reasoning as stated above for LP349-25 applies in the case of 2MASSWJ2206-
2047. This star too has a companion with a large orbital period (Close et al., 2003). However,
the difficulty in calculating the relative radial velocity stems from the fact that this star,
an M8.0, is very faint and thus its spectra was very noisy. The calculated SNR for it was
at 43.76. This is indicative of the fact that the target was observed at an airmass of 1.32.
During our reduction process, it has been observed that stars with SNR below 60 are difficult
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to be deconvolved. The error increases thus making our calculations insensitive to the shift
in radial velocity.
The discovery of a planet around vB10, often considered a radial velocity template star,
was announced by (Pravdo and Shaklan, 2009). Using astrometry over a period of 10 years,
they were able to confirm the detection of a 6.2 MJ planet orbiting vB10 with an orbital
period of 0.744+0.013−0.008 years.
As we had observed vB10 using the same instrumental setup, we decided to test the claim
of (Pravdo and Shaklan, 2009). Using the four epochs of vB10 our calculations indicated a
radial velocity variability with an amplitude of ∼ 1 km/s. Ruling out stellar activity and
systematic errors this result seem consistent with that of (Pravdo and Shaklan, 2009). By
fitting the models we were able to conclude that the orbital period was of 0.744 years with
an eccentricity of 0.4 (Zapatero Osorio et al., 2009). However more observations were needed
to check our work.
Few months later, Bean et al. (2010) presented their results on relative radial velocity
of vB10. Using the CRIRES instrument (Kaeufl et al., 2004) on the Very Large Telescope,
Bean and colleagues monitored radial velocity of vB10 over a span of 0.61 years. With a
typical internal precision of 10 m/s, which is 30 times more precise than ours (Zapatero
Osorio et al., 2009), they did not confirm a presence of a massive planet around vB10 nor
did they find a ∼ 1 km/s radial velocity variability as suggested by our group. From their
radial velocity measurements, they concluded that planets with masses greater than 3 Mjup
can be ruled out. Work by (Anglada-Escude´ et al., 2010) with a radial velocity precision
of 150 m/s did not detect any variation on radial velocity. In addition, they put strong
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constraints on the upper limit to mass of the planet. Their contraints suggested a mass of
∼ 2.5 MJ .
Taking into considering the work by (Bean et al., 2010), we re-analyzed our calculations.
The variation of ∼ 1 km/s in relative RV could have occured due to one epoch. on June
15 2001, vB10 was observed with a different slit configuration. Though we had taken this
change into account, it have somehow propogated in our calculations. Therefore this time we
first decided to reduce the internal precision by using the deconvolution method and check
for any variation. We found none when compared to other epochs. It is quite likely our
higher precision may have taken into account the different setup we had in 2001.
Figure 7.6 shows a Montecarlo simulation of planets in the range of 0.1 - 13 MJ with
orbital periods between 0.1 and 50 days. Our simulation for vB10 (Florian et al. 2010 in
preparation) suggest that we can rule out planets with masses larger than 1 - 2 MJ . This
result is consistent with that of (Anglada-Escude´ et al., 2010) and (Bean et al., 2010).
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Figure 7.11: The line in magenta depicts 1 sigma confidence (67.4%), while the blue line 90%
confidence. We can rule out planets having masses above 1-2 Jupiter masses in the period
range 0.5-50 days (with some exceptions, coming from aliasing of the data point sampling)
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7.4.2 Binary Frequency of Spectroscopic Companions
There have been many theories on the formation of low-mass and very low-mass stars (VLM).
The standard formation model of high mass stars is through the collapse of a dense molecular
cloud of Jeans mass. Such collapse forms cores of solar-type masses or lower. There is no
reason a priori to believe such a formation process does not occur as observation of low-mass
and VLM suggest there are similar number of low mass stars as there are high mass stars
(Chabrier, 2003). In fact the number of low-mass in the vicinity of the Sun (∼ 10 pc) are
higher than high mass stars (Reid, 2005).
Another theory suggests that the formation of VLM stars begin just like that of other
stars in a cluster of stars. The gravitational interaction between stars tend to eject the lowest
mass star from the group. As such an ejected star has not had time to accrete, its mass is
truncated and it therefore becomes a low-mass star (Larson, 1972), (Reipurth and Clarke,
2001). It has also been proposed that stars may form through turbulent fragmentation of
molecular clouds (Padoan and Nordlund, 2004).
In order to test these formation mechanism, it then becomes important to investigate the
binary frequency of stars. Bouy et al. (2003) carried out a search for binaries with spectral
type later than M7.0 in sample of 134 VLM stars. Within 20 pc, they found the binary
fraction to be ∼ 15% for binaries with separations between 1 and 8 AU. Using AO on the
Gemini telescope, Close et al. (2003) searched for VLM stars with spectral type between
M8.0 - L0.5. They reported a binary fraction in a range of 15% ± 7% at a binary separation
of 2.6 AU.However as Basri and Reiners (2006) note the reported frequency might be higher
or lower than the true binary frequency as these systems were resolved using the Hubble
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Space telescope (HST) and AO. It may be higher if close binaries are considered that may
be beyond the limit of current resolution however observed throught the use of radial velocity
measurement.
Basri and Reiners (2006) observed a sample of 53 low-mass stars in the spectral range of
M5.5 - L3. Their radial velocity search detected a total of 6 star that show radial velocity
variations. They report a binary fraction of 11% at a separation of 0 - 6 AU while the total
binary fraction (resolved and spectrscopic) is estimated to be between 20% - 25%.
We observed 15 M dwarfs with spectral type between M5.0 - M9.5. Given the radial
velocity precision of ∼ 200 m/s, we were unable to observe any spectroscopic binaries. The
null result can be calculated in the following way. If we consider one spectroscopic binary
in a total of 15 stars, this suggests that our binary fraction of 6.3%. Clearly this is outside
of the estmated binary frequency suggested by other groups. But this can be explained in
terms of very small sample when compared to (Bouy et al., 2003) and others. On the other
hand, we can combine our work with that of (Basri and Reiners, 2006). With their 53 stars
and our 15 stars, we obtain a binary fraction of 9%.
7.4.3 Frequency of close Jupiter-mass Planets
As seen in Chapter 1, so far radial velocity detection of planets around M dwarfs have
yielded only a handful of planets (e.g (?),(Maness et al., 2007),(Rivera et al., 2005), (Bonfils
et al., 2007, 2005),(Johnson et al., 2007) and (Gillon et al., 2007). Interestingly most of
the planets around M dwarfs are of Jupiter-mass. When compared to F, G and K stars,
the relative small number of planets around M dwarfs may seem due to decrease sensitivity
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radial velocity measurement. However this not the case as the reflex action of the host star
increases with decreasing mass (Johnson et al., 2007). Before 2007 this dearth in planets
around M dwarfs was due a small sample of M dwarfs. As more M dwarfs are monitored for
radial velocity variations, we should expect to see more of these planets. The question then
arises, ”What is the fraction of close gas giants around M dwarfs? To answer this question
we need to compute the binary frequency for these gas giants.
The binary frequency has been calculated for brown dwarfs (Burgasser et al., 2003),(Mc-
Carthy, 2001), (McCarthy and Zuckerman, 2004). We make use of it to compute the binary
frequency of Jupiter-mass planets around M dwarfs. Consider a sample of N low-mass stars.
If they are taken from the set of stars with Jupiter-mass companion frequency, f, then the
probability that an ideal survey of N low-mass stars will yield a detection rate of d would
be:
Pd(f) = f
d(1− f)N−d N !
(N − d)!d! (7.4)
Endl et al. 2006 carried our radial velocity monitoring of 89 M dwarfs. They were not
able to find any gas-giants around their sample. They used this null result in computing
the fraction of close Jupiter-mass planets around M dwarfs. Using the binomial distribution,
they computed the frequency f = 0.420.81−0.46. As our sample size is small, we decided to
combine our targets with theirs. Thus using N = 104 and d = 0, we obtained the frequency
to be, f = 0.370.92−0.37,.
As seen in the figure, the solid line denotes the Jupiter-mass planet frequency assuming no
detection while the dash line denotes the frequency if one 1 Jupiter-mass planet is detected.
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Figure 7.12: Frequency of close gas-giants around M dwarfs
This gives us an upper limit to frequency of Jupiter mass planets to be 1.29%.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation was primarily focused on the properties of late-M dwarfs and our search for
gas-giants around these dwarfs. With our focus on late M dwarfs, our radial velocity survey
was very unique when compared to other on-going surveys as discussed in section 1.4.2. The
uniqueness lay in the fact that ours was the first survey to look for Jupiter-mass companions
in the near-infrared. Using the NIRSPEC instrument (McLean et al. 1998), we pushed it to
its limit to achieve precise radial velocity. Though we had successful observations in general,
some of our observations were marred with technical difficulties and inclement weather.
The reduction of our acquired data was carried out using the IDL-based REDSPEC
(Prato et al. 2004) tool and the echelle reduction method (e.g. Aoki et al. 2006) in IRAF.
We found that REDSPEC is automated and though the reduction is easy to perform, it does
not give the user the necessary freedom when performing reduction without prior knowledge
of IDL. On the other hand, IRAF allows the user to take control at each and every step thus
encourging personalization of reduction procedure.
In addition, REDSPEC works on one order at a time while IRAF works on the spectra as
a whole. Though it is often debated as to whether working on one aperture is beneficial, it
has been found that for the thorium-argon lamp, working on all apertures greatly improves
the wavelength calibration. The reason for this lies in the density of lines in each aperture.
In the near-infrared, there are on the average, 5-6 lines per aperture. At times these lines
are not well spread out. Thus when wavelength calibration is performed in REDSPEC the
wavelength solution varies depending on the concentration of lines in the aperture. However
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IRAF takes all apertures into account. Thus its wavlength calibration is performed on all
the lines. For example, the thorium-argon lamp has a total of over 70 lines in all of its
apertures. As these are fairly spread out over the entire J-band, the wavelength calibration
is far better. Thus we believe that IRAF is better suited for radial velocity calculations than
REDSPEC when a Thorium-Argon lamp is used. In other words for measurement of radial
velocity monitoring in the near-infrared and with the use of thorium argon lamp, IRAF
works best than REDSPEC. However when working on morphology of stars, REDSPEC and
IRAF work equally good.
We began the scientific analysis of our spectra by identifying the spectral lines in M
dwarfs. This work was carried out earlier by ? and McLean et al. (2007). We were able
to identify 18 strong and weak lines. The wavelength position of these lines were verified
by comparing our measurements to a synthetic model (Lyubchik et al. 2007). Our work on
identifying the lines agrees with that done previously.
Equivalent width is calculated with reference to a continuum. However when the star
is cool the continuum is dominated by molecular lines. This makes is extremely difficult
to determine the continuum of the star. In such cool stars, the pseudo-continuum (Martin
et al. 1997; Pavlenko et al. 2000) is determined by looking at regions where the emission
and absorption are the minimum. Taking this as our continuum, we were able to find the
pseudo-equivalent widths of all 18 lines in our sample. Using the spectral type, we were
able to define a relationship between pseudo-equivalent widths and spectral type. Such
a relation serves as a purpose of determining the spectral type of unknown M dwarfs by
means of measuring their pseudo-equivalent widths. In addition, pseudo-equivalent widths
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measurements are also used in calculations of effective temperatures (Ali et al. 1996; Santos
et al. 2006).
We would like to point out the novel way of determining signal-to-noise ratio for our
targets. As seen in the results section, the calculations of SNR for the targets is always
difficult. Initial attempt to calculate SNR for the targets by calculating the SNR at regions
of true continuum gave us rather low SNR values. On the other hand the use of gain factor
gave us values that were too high to be meaningful. Thus we believe that the computation
of SNR value by the use of telluric standards is optimal. As the A-type stars have very little
lines, we can compute the true gain of the instrument. The reported gain was around 5 for
the NIRSPEC instrument however we found it to be close to 1.3. This gave us the correct
SNR value for our targets.
Relative radial velocity requires the use of high precision. With our data we were able to
obtain a precision of ∼ 300 m/s. In order to improve this precision we employed the use of
self-calibration method. With this method, we were able to push this precision to ∼ 200 m/s
for stars with high SNR. We need to point out that our best results in determining relative
radial velocity came from Order 60. The reason for this is two-fold. Firstly this order has
the most number of telluric lines. In addition these lines are strong and well spread out
in the order. With large number of lines, the self-calibration method has always performed
really well. Secondly, Order 60 is nearly at the center of the detector. It has therefore the
highest SNR value.
It was interesting to note that stars with SNR less than 70, the deconvolution is difficult
to achieve. This limitation was partly due to the program. However it was more due
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to the noise involved in the spectra. In general, the spectra of M dwarfs is composed
is numerous molecular lines such as FeH, CaH or H2O (McLean et al., 2007; ?). These
lines are spread throughout the spectra but dominate particularly the orders, 63 and 62.
With increasing noise the molecular lines become indistinguisable. This indistinguishablity
between the actual lines and noise decreases the precision in the relative radial velocity. We
performed the computation of relative radial velocity on 15 targets out of 36 for which we
had more than one epochs. Two targets have three epochs but unfortunately they were fast
rotators. This is not a bad result as we now know that 2MJ0004-17 and LP349-25 are fast
rotators. The other fast rotator discovered in our target list is 2MJ1835.
Though we have obtained a null result in our search for gas-giants around late M dwarfs,
we have been able to determine the binary frequency of these M dwarfs. The binary frequency
when our sample is combined with that of Basri and Reiners (2006) give a frequency of 9%. In
addition we also calculated the frequency of close-in Jupiter-mass planets. Again combining
the data from Endl et al. 2006 where they found no gas-giants around M dwarfs, we were
able to find a binary frequency of 0.37.
The computation of absolute radial velocity was part of determining physical character-
istics of M dwarfs. Determination of physical properties of M dwarfs are important as they
can tell us about the properties of planets orbiting them. Thus we began by computing the
absolute radial velocities of our targets. In conjunction with proper motion, the absolute
radial velocity can help us calculate the space velocities of these targets. Space velocities are
important as they can help us detect and understand the presence of local groups to which
these M dwarfs may belong. We leave this work as part of our future work.
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The other physical parameters that we computed were the masses. We would like to note
that the mass-luminosity relation (MLR) derived by Henry et al. (1999) is very powerful and
fairly precise. We tested these masses with an assumption that the radii of these stars are
about 0.1 R. This assumption is fair to make as it is derived from evolutionary models by
Chabrier et al. (2000). Using this value of radii for our targets we were able to compute the
surface gravity of these targets to be around log g = 5.30. This result derived independently
of the Rice et al. (2010) indicated that our masses are correct. This in turn indicates that
some of our M dwarfs are in fact in the brown dwarf mass regime.
The temperatures of these M dwarfs were calculated by using the temperature-spectral
type relation. The results seem to match fairly well those in literature however the models
in Rice et al. (2010) predict temperature of M dwarfs in spectral range of M8.0 - M9.5 to
be slightly hotter. More work needs to be done in the computation of temperature in M
dwarfs. We would like to use the pseudo-equivalent width in determining the temperature
of M dwarfs. We leave this as our future work. Lastly, in addition to rotational velocities
of M dwarfs we calculated the rotational periods of M dwarfs. M dwarfs have fairly slow
rotation rates and is indicative of their rotation periods. We find that M dwarfs in general
have a mean rotational period around 8 hours.
To summarize, we would like to compute the space velocities of these M dwarfs. This will
help us determine their membership to groups of stars in the solar neighborhood. We would
also like to use the models such as PHEONIX model (Hauschildt et al. 1997; Allard et al.
2001; Barman et al. 2001) to verify our work in the determination of physical characteristics
of M dwarfs. Lastly, we would also like to re-observe the targets for more epochs. As we saw
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we have only been able to determine 15 targets with more than one epoch. Determination
of relative radial velocity for all of 36 targets will greatly benefit our survey. This may also
improve the binary fraction of gas-giants around M dwarfs. In addition, using models we
would like to compute the metallicity of M dwarfs from our sample. In much of our analysis
we assumed the metallicity to be that of the Sun. However a correct metallicity of M dwarfs
may change certain physical parameters. All of this we leave it as our future work.
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APPENDIX A: EQUIVALENT WIDTHS
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Table 9.1. Equivalent widths of K I lines
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11690 A˚ 11770 A˚ 12440 A˚ 12530 A˚
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 1.9901 2.7733 1.4132 1.7241
1.9725 2.8625 1.4903 1.6530
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 1.7397 2.3895 1.1683 1.4493
1.7696 2.1993 1.2250 1.1879
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 1.9707 3.0870 1.5294 1.5215
1.9737 3.0571 1.5874 1.7787
2MJ1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 2.6849 4.2495 1.9021 2.1707
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2.2924 3.6395 2.0428 2.0606
2.2793 3.3449 1.8832 2.0539
2.2633 3.4277 1.8932 2.0896
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2.2504 3.2553 1.9520 2.0935
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2.5074 3.4660 1.8738 2.0357
2.5417 3.413 1.7709 1.8018
LP860-41 M6.0 3.0038 4.7704 2.4101 2.9143
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2.5008 3.6773 2.1498 2.1908
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.1. K I Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11690 A˚ 11770 A˚ 12440 A˚ 12530 A˚
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 3.0117 4.6991 2.4070 2.8401
3.0329 4.8839 2.3866 2.9009
2.9938 4.8377 2.4354 2.9266
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 3.1297 4.3925 2.2642 2.5723
3.0780 4.2309 2.3727 2.5561
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 3.0995 5.4645 2.3723 3.2365
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 4.4792 6.6598 3.6170 4.3371
2MJ0440-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 4.3632 6.7544 3.3513 3.9898
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 4.1866 6.4028 3.3185 3.9681
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 4.1481 6.4029 3.4041 3.4861
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 4.3674 6.8705 3.5052 4.9814
4.3132 6.9519 3.7682 5.0625
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 4.1927 6.2127 3.4501 3.7836
4.2171 6.3674 3.4548 3.6652
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 4.3371 6.3286 3.3284 3.9346
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.1. K I Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11690 A˚ 11770 A˚ 12440 A˚ 12530 A˚
3.9631 5.0346 3.2152 2.6777
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 4.3384 6.0229 3.3428 3.4280
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 4.4189 6.7776 3.6118 4.1567
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 5.0533 7.0903 3.5797 4.3696
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 5.0816 7.0551 3.8323 4.1959
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 5.5552 7.7658 3.8862 4.7859
5.0274 7.5102 3.8616 5.3951
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 4.4612 6.0838 3.1919 3.5972
4.4013 6.2577 3.4110 3.5606
4.4172 6.0162 3.4817 3.5807
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 4.4399 6.2107 3.3898 3.6931
2MJ1016+2751 LHS2243 M8.0 4.5771 5.4335 3.3670 2.9306
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 4.4322 6.0397 3.2114 3.3770
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 5.0699 7.2559 3.6294 5.2665
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 5.0075 7.0343 3.7430 4.3507
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.1. K I Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11690 A˚ 11770 A˚ 12440 A˚ 12530 A˚
5.0149 7.0792 3.5066 4.3810
2MJ0253+2713 M8.0 5.0725 7.4438 3.7275 4.5926
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 5.5137 8.2260 4.1796 5.2033
5.4710 8.1547 4.2792 5.3456
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 5.9739 7.0583 4.4535 4.8809
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 5.9526 7.6145 3.6499 4.5360
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 5.5538 6.7020 3.8669 3.9782
6.0997 6.4468 3.9967 3.9543
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 5.9000 6.0921 3.6103 3.5041
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 6.3241 7.7035 4.1930 5.2713
6.0242 7.6337 4.6372 4.5372
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Table 9.2. Fe I & Na I Equivalent Widths
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11786 A˚ 11886 A˚ 11976 A˚ 12530 A˚
(Fe I) (Fe I) (Fe I) (Na I)
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 0.2178 1.0843 1.0361 0.5300
0.2163 1.1897 1.0288 0.5018
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 0.2565 1.2986 1.0931 0.5225
0.2599 1.3170 1.0953 -
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 0.2273 1.2562 1.1145 0.5118
0.2211 1.0328 1.2334 -
2MJ1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 0.2507 1.2110 1.2744 0.6168
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 0.2471 1.3012 1.0923 0.6782
0.2853 1.1734 1.0968 0.5889
0.2319 1.2372 1.0893 -
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 0.2166 1.1081 1.0902 0.6618
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 0.1844 0.7423 0.8874 0.8536
0.1836 0.7982 1.0119 0.5953
- LP860-41 M6.0 0.2475 1.0340 1.2581 0.6515
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.2. Fe I & Na I Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11786 A˚ 11886 A˚ 11976 A˚ 12530 A˚
(Fe I) (Fe I) (Fe I) (Na I)
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 0.2553 1.2278 1.1167 0.4920
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 0.2094 1.0453 1.1044 0.6325
0.2237 1.0759 1.1898 0.5843
0.2220 1.0954 1.2050 0.7705
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 0.2275 1.1606 1.3267 0.5316
0.2341 1.1644 1.3900 0.6388
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 0.2451 1.4177 1.3440 0.4852
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 0.2848 1.2699 1.5119 -
2MJ0440-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 0.2805 1.2135 1.5010 0.5146
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 0.2668 1.3004 1.6835 0.5052
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 0.2448 1.1393 1.5086 0.5408
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 0.2305 1.5344 1.6687 -
0.2417 1.3427 1.6480 -
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 - 1.3672 1.0188 -
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.2. Fe I & Na I Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11786 A˚ 11886 A˚ 11976 A˚ 12530 A˚
(Fe I) (Fe I) (Fe I) (Na I)
- 1.4067 1.3742 -
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 0.2664 1.3051 1.3593 0.3808
0.2297 1.2374 1.2976 0.6000
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 - 1.4066 1.3750 0.5160
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 0.2410 1.3649 1.3436 0.5335
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 - 1.1937 1.6381 0.4843
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 - 0.8568 1.5996 0.2929
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 - 1.4791 1.5908 0.3856
- 1.4209 1.4237 0.3180
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 - 1.1223 1.3228 0.2667
- 1.2735 1.1997 0.2358
- 1.0903 0.9745 -
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 - 0.9834 1.7498 0.4853
2MJ1016+2751 LHS2243 M8.0 - 1.0879 1.1961 0.4893
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.2. Fe I & Na I Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 11786 A˚ 11886 A˚ 11976 A˚ 12530 A˚
(Fe I) (Fe I) (Fe I) (Na I)
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 - 1.0868 1.6047 -
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 - 0.9339 1.6482 -
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 - 1.2535 1.4493 0.3550
- 1.3724 1.6079 -
2MJ0253+2713 M8.0 - 1.0871 1.4379 -
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 - 1.1251 1.2792 -
- 1.3012 1.3169 -
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 - 1.2268 1.3538 -
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 - 1.3012 1.2108 -
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 - 1.1926 1.1746 -
- 1.2625 1.2119 -
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 - 1.2318 1.2509 -
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 - 1.0107 1.1955 -
- 1.0189 1.2993 -
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Table 9.3. Equivalent Widths of other lines
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 12835 A˚ 12850 A˚ 12903 A˚ 13127 A˚ 13154 A˚
(Ti I) (Ti I) (Ti I) (Al I) (Al I)
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 0.1215 0.2163 0.4836 1.1145 0.6878
0.1405 0.2153 0.4867 1.1823 0.7359
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 0.1021 0.2314 0.5599 1.3407 0.9151
0.1599 0.2417 0.5530 1.3721 0.9880
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 0.1346 0.2135 0.4432 1.2189 0.7257
0.1221 0.2463 0.4868 1.2231 0.7884
2MJ1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 0.1583 0.2159 0.4774 1.2549 0.8400
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 0.2545 0.1695 0.4780 1.2806 0.7750
0.2506 0.1525 0.4348 1.2199 0.8108
0.2160 0.1892 0.4550 1.2528 0.7816
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 0.2409 0.1891 0.4746 1.3406 0.9049
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 0.1863 0.1788 0.2964 1.1382 0.6635
0.2262 0.1713 0.4585 1.1646 0.6646
- LP860-41 M6.0 0.2124 0.1868 0.5455 1.2722 0.8579
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.3. Other Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 12835 A˚ 12850 A˚ 112903 A˚ 13127 A˚ 13154 A˚
(Ti I) (Ti I) (Ti I) (Al I) (Al I)
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 0.1710 0.1727 0.5403 1.1406 0.7131
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 0.1777 0.2279 0.5107 1.1685 0.6417
0.2062 0.1834 0.5822 1.2034 0.7049
0.2040 0.1919 0.5521 1.2032 0.6899
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 0.2104 0.2448 0.5418 1.2930 0.8554
0.1750 0.1632 0.5874 1.2059 0.5930
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 0.1689 0.1880 0.5732 1.1718 0.7137
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 0.1491 0.2045 0.4863 1.2466 0.5826
2MJ0440-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 0.1515 0.1777 0.5879 1.2887 0.6584
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 0.1541 0.2043 0.5908 1.2646 0.6589
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 0.1550 0.2162 0.5528 1.2577 0.6307
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 0.1602 0.1814 0.5718 1.3875 0.5911
0.1515 0.2208 0.5330 1.1825 0.5065
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 0.1318 0.1457 0.4060 1.1868 0.6097
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.3. Other Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 12835 A˚ 12850 A˚ 112903 A˚ 13127 A˚ 13154 A˚
(Ti I) (Ti I) (Ti I) (Al I) (Al I)
0.1411 - 0.4428 1.1973 0.6736
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 0.1633 0.1448 0.5665 1.3272 0.6535
0.1639 0.1604 0.5821 1.3215 0.6537
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 0.1893 0.1472 0.5168 1.1500 0.6378
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 0.1553 0.1329 0.5677 1.2301 0.6844
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 0.1399 0.1684 0.5732 1.2829 0.5543
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 - 0.1766 0.6905 1.1225 0.6541
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 0.1395 0.1371 0.5656 1.1871 0.6330
0.1563 0.1430 0.5989 1.2953 0.6392
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 - - 0.5129 1.0580 0.5782
- - 0.4365 1.0274 0.5767
- - 0.4304 0.8838 0.3548
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 0.1603 0.1569 0.6076 1.4113 0.6709
2MJ1016+2751 LHS2243 M8.0 0.1300 0.1575 0.6357 1.2818 0.6526
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 9.3. Other Equivalent Widths (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type 12835 A˚ 12850 A˚ 112903 A˚ 13127 A˚ 13154 A˚
(Ti I) (Ti I) (Ti I) (Al I) (Al I)
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 - 0.1711 0.6077 1.1938 0.6563
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 0.1151 0.1160 0.5406 0.9700 0.5306
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 0.1184 0.1458 0.6100 1.2778 0.6452
0.1098 0.1863 0.5661 1.2736 0.6368
2MJ0253+2713 M8.0 - 0.1464 0.5691 1.1882 0.4878
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 0.0611 - 0.4430 0.9776 -
0.0825 - 0.4994 0.8515 0.2662
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 0.1741 0.1796 0.5380 1.2729 0.6438
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 0.1388 0.1114 0.5998 1.0158 0.5590
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 0.1618 0.1262 0.5621 1.1605 0.6609
0.1612 0.1232 0.5796 1.0896 0.6766
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 0.1797 0.1313 0.4373 0.9901 0.4976
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 0.1019 0.1061 0.5537 0.9653 -
0.1160 0.1028 0.5629 1.0387 0.2998
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Table 10.1. Distances of our objects
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Distance (pc) Reference
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 4.70± 0.16 charu.gsu.edu
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 44.0 Zickgraf et al. 2005
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 24.10 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 14.60 Phan Bao et al. 2008
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 15.90 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 4.70 ± 0.16 charu.gsu.edu
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 3.16 ± 0.02 charu.gsu.edu
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 26.30 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 2.38 ± 0.02 charu.gsu.edu
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 14.2 ± 1.50 Cruz et al. 2002
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 - -
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 11.30 ± 1.3 Cruz et al. 2002
2MJ0440-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 9.8 Phan Bao et al. 2003
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 6.20 ± 0.24 charu.gsu.edu
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 17.90 ± 2.10 Cruz et al. 2007
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 10.1. Distance of our objects (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Distance (pc) Reference
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 15.1 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 12.5 ± 1.2 Cruz et al. 2007
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 17.50 ± 1.7 Cruz et al. 2007
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 19.70 ± 1.9 Cruz et al. 2007
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 17.4 ± 1.7 Cruz et al. 2007
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 5.87 ± 0.10 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 10.90 ± 0.60 Cruz et al. 2002
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 14.52 ± 0.25 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 10.3 ± 1.70 Cruz et al. 2007
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 14.14 ± 0.16 Cruz et al. 2002
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 14.79 ± 0.59 Phan Bao et al. 2003
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 16.40 Phan Bao et al. 2003
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 18.20 Crifo et al. 2005
2MJ0253+2713 M8.0 18.50 Allen et al. 2007
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 5.67 ± 0.02 Cruz et al. 2007
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 10.1. Distance of our objects (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Distance (pc) Reference
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 17.30 Allen et et al. 2007
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 10.50 Cruz et al. 2002
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 20.20 ± 3.30 Cruz et al. 2002
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 16.20 ± 2.1 Cruz et al. 2007
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2.1 ± 1.2 Cruz et al. 2007
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Table 10.2. Temperatures
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Temperature
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 2990.81
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 2990.81
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 2990.81
2MJ1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 2990.81
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 2914.35
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 2914.35
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 2837.9
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 2837.9
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 2761.44
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 2761.44
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 2761.44
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 2684.98
2MJ0440-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 2684.98
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 2684.98
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 2684.98
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 10.2. Temperatures (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Temperature
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 2684.98
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 2608.52
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 2608.52
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 2608.52
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 2608.52
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 2532.06
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 2532.06
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 2532.06
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 2532.06
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 2532.06
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 2532.06
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 2532.06
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 2532.06
2MJ0253+2713 - M8.0 2532.06
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 2455.61
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 10.2. Temperatures (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Temperature
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 2455.61
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 2379.15
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 2379.15
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 2379.15
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 2302.69
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Table 10.3. Mass and Surface Gravity (* associated with mass values corresponds to masses
obtained through calculations of MJ
)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Mass (M) Log g (cgs)
2MJ1218+1107 GJ1156 M5.0 0.123 5.53
2MJ2208+1036 RXJ2208.2 M5.0 0.224 5.79
2MJ2333-2133 LHS3970 M5.0 0.104* 5.45
2MJ1614-0251 LP624-54 M5.0 0.088* 5.38
2MJ0004-1709 - M5.5 0.109* 5.47
2MJ0006-0732 GJ1002 M5.5 0.109 5.47
2MJ2341+4410 GJ905 M6.0 0.122 5.52
2MJ0013-0025 - M6.0 - -
2MJ1056+0700 GJ406 M6.5 0.091 5.39
2MJ0214-0357 LHS1363 M6.5 0.089* 5.38
2MJ0354-1437 - M6.5 0.074* -
2MJ0435-1606 LP775-31 M7.0 0.076 5.32
2MJ0440-0530 LP655-48 M7.0 0.078 5.33
2MJ1456-2809 LHS3003 M7.0 0.079 5.33
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 10.3. Mass and Surface Gravity (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Mass (M) Log g (cgs)
2MJ0741+1738 LHS1937 M7.0 0.082 5.35
2MJ2331-2749 - M7.0 0.074* 5.3
2MJ1757+7042 LP44-162 M7.5 0.082* 5.35
2MJ1253+4034 LHS2645 M7.5 0.081* 5.34
2MJ1546+3749 - M7.5 0.078 5.33
2MJ0417-0800 - M7.5 0.078 5.33
2MJ1916+0509 VB10 M8.0 0.074* 5.3
2MJ2349+1224 LP523-55 M8.0 0.083* 5.35
2MJ0320+1854 LP412-31 M8.0 0.073* 5.3
2MJ0027+2219 LP349-25 M8.0 0.077* 5.32
2MJ1844+4040 LHS3406 M8.0 0.077* 5.32
2MJ0351-0052 LHS1604 M8.0 0.080* 5.34
2MJ0517-3349 - M8.0 0.074* 5.3
2MJ2206-2047 - M8.0 - -
2MJ0253+2713 - M8.0 - -
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 10.3. Mass and Surface Gravity (continued)
Object Alt. Name Sp. Type Mass (M) Log g (cgs)
2MJ1835+3259 - M8.5 0.068 5.27
2MJ0140+2701 - M8.5 0.074* 5.33
2MJ0109-0343 LP647-13 M9.0 0.07 5.28
2MJ0350+1818 LP413-53 M9.0 0.082 5.35
2MJ0443+0002 - M9.0 0.069* 5.27
2M1733+4633 - M9.5 0.069* 5.27
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APPENDIX C: PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE RELATIVE
RADIAL VELOCITY
Here we describe the self-calibration technique (Rodler et al. 2010) used to determine the
relative radial velocities of our sample. The technique requires a package RV-Dorada which
can be obtained by requesting Dr. Florian Rodler (frodler@iac.es). Please note that the
commands used in the terminal are shown as BOLD. We describe the calculation procedure
below.
1. Step 1. Installation of packages. Copy the RV-Dorada package to a working directory.
Once the package is moved use the following command to untar the file:
tar -xvf rv-dorada.tar
rm rv-dorada.tar
this should give you a package by the same name. Entering the folder, you should
find the programs as listed in Figure 1. The figure shows a list of programs written
in C language. Note that the RV-Dorada also contains two folders inside it. They are
BARY and TOOLS. We will make use of programs listed in these folders. Before
they can be used, we need to compile them. We first compile the programs written
in C language. To do that, we make use of the README file. This file has all the
commands that we will use to compile the programs. Open the terminal, cd into the
RV-Dorada folder and type the following:
cat README-compile.info−−−−−−−−−
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Figure 11.1: List of programs in the RV-Dorada package
This will list all the files in the terminal that need to be compiled. In Ubuntu, simply
select the files and press the center button in the terminal. The programs will run and
the all the files will be compiled. Now that we have compiled the important programs,
we can work on creating a working directory (WD). In this example, we are working
with vB10. We have two epochs of this star, June 15th 2001 and June 25, 2007. The
working directory will have the following files:
(a) 200710615-tell.fits is the telluric standard observed on that date.
(b) 20010615vB10.fits is the target file with telluric lines.
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(c) 20010615-vB10-free.fits is the telluric free spectrum of the target.
(d) hitran2.fits is the HITRAN model of the telluric lines which we will make use of.
In figure C.2 we see that a target has a folder by itself. In this example, vB10 is the
WD. Outside of it is the RV-Dorada folder. We would be copying files back-and-forth
between these folders.
Figure 11.2: List of programs in the RV-Dorada package
The following figure, C.3 shows the list of files in the WD. These files include those
which we have already discussed above. Now that we have setup the files and the
folders, we begin our analysis procedure.
2. Step 2. Breaking the target files into orders
The target and the telluric files that we have are all echelle spectra. These echelle
spectra are multispectra files. All spectral images obtained on NIRSPEC have 11 orders
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Figure 11.3: List of programs in the RV-Dorada package
or apertures. The self-calibration program works on one order at a time. Therefore
they need to be separated into individual orders. The process of breaking each file into
individual files is carried by a program called, x.irafW writeout1 .This program is
found in the folder TOOLS folder located in the RV-Dorada. Copy this program into
the WD.
To run the program open up a terminal, cd into WD. Next type the following:
ls -1 *.fits > list.dat
This will create a list of all .fits files. Remove the hitran2.fits from the list. Once you
have saved the list, we will use the program to break the list. In the same terminal
type the following:
head x.irafW writeout1
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Figure 11.4: Header information of x.irafW writeout1
The head command in PERL language gives a list of input parameters that the program
asks for. Typing this will show you the list as seen in Figure C.4.
The first thing it asks for is the number of orders there are in the file. In our case
we have 10. The second is the file list we just created. This list contains all the fits
files that need to be broken into separate orders. The third question is the number of
letters to be deleted from the original file name. This is an artifact from a previous
program. We do not delete any, so we give it a zero. Lastly, it asks for the date
of observations. We simply it give it the name of the object. So, for the following
example, our command to execute this program looks like:
./x.irafW writeout1 10 list.dat 0 vB10
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Figure 11.5: Output when x.irafW writeout1 is run
When the program is run, the screen will look the one shown in Figure C.5. These
are the list of commands that we will be importing into IRAF. These commands not
only break the files into each individual orders but it also converts them to ASCII files.
The self-calibration technique works on files in ASCII format and not in FITS. Once
you have this screen showing the list of commands, you will need to start IRAF in
another terminal. Run IRAF and cd into the WD. In IRAF, make sure you are in the
package ONEDSPEC. Now in ubuntu, simply copy these commands from the terminal
and middle-click onto the IRAF terminal. IRAF will now create ASCII files. In the
WD, you will see .dat files below each FITS file. This is shown in Figure C.5 below.
Now that we have the .dat files, we will not need the FITS file. For this we create a
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Figure 11.6: Working Directory (WD) showing the list of .dat files created
directory, fits and move all the FITS files into that directory. We will not need IRAF
anymore so we can close this program.
For the case of relative radial velocity, we only work with order that have a large
amount of telluric lines in them. Such orders include 66, 60, 58 and 57. In terms of
aperture they are 1, 7, 9, and 10. This means that we will need to remove all files of
apertures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. To remove all files of order 02, we type the following in
the terminal.
rm -r *ord02*
This command is then repeated for all other orders that are to be removed. This will
therefore leave us with fewer files.
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3. Step 3: Converting Angstroms to Microns; Air to Vacuum IRAF works in
Angstroms while the self-calibration method works in microns. Thus we need to con-
vert the wavelengths into microns. In addition as we used arc lamp, the wavelength
calibration was carried out using air wavelengths. However the use of models such
as HITRAN make use of vacuum wavelengths. So we will also need to convert air
wavelengths to vacuum wavelengths. All this done using scripts that are found in the
RV-Dorado folder. They all begin with x.0 so we copy all these files in our WD. This
done using the following command:
cp x.0* /˜Desktop/rv/vb10/
Next we need to give a list of files that need to be converted. Again, we use the
following command:
ls -1 20*.dat > filelist.dat
Now we are ready to convert all the files into microns. We use the following command:
./x.0-fitcont-script.pl filelist.dat
Running this command will create dat files that end with .dat1. All these .dat1 files
are new target files in microns. We do not need original .dat files, so we remove them:
rm *.dat
We now again create a list of these new .dat1 files:
ls -1 20*.dat1 > filelist.dat
and then use the following command to convert all of these into vacuum wavelengths:
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./x-0-air2vac-script.pl filelist.dat
Files that have been converted to vacuum wavelengths will not have a V suffix at the
end of them. We remove all the .dat1 files as we do not need them. This leaves us with
JUST files which look like, ...dat1 V. Now we are ready to begin our self-calibration
method.
4. Step 4: Calculating the Instrumental Profile (IP)
To calculate the instrumental profile, we will use the program x.A-calculate IP. This
program with other x.A programs are found in the RV-Dorada folder. First we copy
them into the working directory (WD).
cp x.A* /˜Desktop/rv/vb10/
The program that will calculate the IP is, x.A-calculate IP.To see the inputs of this
program, we first execute it without entering any values. By doing so, we find the
missing parameters as shown in Figure C.7.
Figure 11.7: Input parameters of x.A-calculate IP
This program requires the observed telluric file, the reference telluric file and the posi-
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tion of the first and the last pixel of the file. For this example, we restrict ourselves to
aperture 07. Throughout this entire procedure we carry out the self-calibration tech-
nique on only this aperture. For all other apertures, the same method is implimented.
Thus we require the following parameters:
(a) 20070625-tell ord07.dat1 V
(b) the reference file, which is the HITRAN file for the same wavelength region.
As order 07 comes in the 1.24-1.35 µm, we use the corresponding one. These
HITRAN files are found under TOOLS in the RV-Dorada folder. Copy them
before executing the command.
(c) The first pixel for every file is 1
(d) The last pixel for these NIRSPEC files are 1000. (See Appendix A for details).
./x.A-calculate IP 20070625-tell ord07.dat1 V in tell HITRAN Jband-1.24-
1.35 R200K.dat U 1 1000
The program will run through a lot of commands while finding the instrumental profile.
At the end, it will pop-up a window showing the best IP for that aperture. In our case
for aperture 07, the IP the program calculated is shown in Figure C.8. Here we see
first guest solution (red) and the final IP (blue). Note that as aperture 07 has the most
telluric lines, the IP is the best here. Other orders may have such good IP profiles, so
do not be alarmed. In case, a window does not pop-up, you will need to check if the
program worked. If the program worked fine, then it is likely you do not have gnuplot
installed on your computer. Install the program using:
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sudo apt-get install gnuplot
Now rerun the last command. You should see the window as seen in Figure C.8.
Figure 11.8: IP profile for aperture 07. The first guess (red) is overplotted over the final
solution (Blue)
Now that we have the IP for that epoch, we use this to remove it from the target
spectra.
5. Removing the IP from Target
Now that we have the IP, we can apply it in order to deconvolve the target spectra.
The program we use now is called x.4-remove-ip. However before we work on this,
we need to check the parameters involved. By simply executing the script and without
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giving any parameters, the program provides you a list of things that are missing. This
is seen in Figure C.9 below.
Figure 11.9: List of parameters used in x.4-remove-ip
The parameters involved are explained as follows:
(a) Star Alone: We now take the target (vB10) in our case for which the sepctra has
been corrected of tellurics.
(b) The IP parameters is something we calculated in the previous step. Such a file
ends with A1-1000 IP. This is a template that we will use for all the epochs of
the target. In our case this means, 2001 and 2007.
(c) The maximum filelength is taken around 10,000.
(d) Next parameter is the oversampling. Oversampling means that we add more data
points between the data point that the observations come with. So the program
interpolates between the observed data points. Note that the oversampling points
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are equidistant. Thus if the oversampling is five then it means, there are 4 data
points added between two observed data points.
(e) This is the converge factor. This parameter comes from the equation of maximum
entropy. The idea of maximum entropy is applied in the deconvolution method.
(f) Here we again have the first and last pixel of the spectra. As we will be creating
chunks, the first and the last pixels will change. Typically we chose chunks of
spectra in units of 250 pixels. So the first chunk will be 1 to 250, the second 251
to 500, and so on.
(g) Here we include the SNR of the spectra. Typically we start with 120. More details
are explained later.
(h) The continuum of the spectrum is generally set at 1.0, though it may change.
Now that we have all the parameters, we are ready to apply it to our data. The
command to carry out this is:
./x.4-remove-ip 20070625vB10-free ord07.dat1 V 20070625-tell ord07.dat A1-
1000 IP 10000 5 15 1 250 120 1.0
Note that we have used an oversampling of 5, converge factor of 15, SNR value of 120
and the continuum of 1.0. As you hit the start you will see the program run. One
thing that you need to keep an eye on is the χ-square value. The spectra will only
deconvolve if the χ-square value is minimum. Most often the first value is high and then
with more iterations it will begin to decrease. If the χ-square value does not decrease
or if the program stalls simply break the program by using the ctrl-c command. In
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such a case, you will need to play with parameters such as converge factor, average
SNR and the continuum. Try different values of them to see if the χ-square converges.
Note that though we have calculated the SNR for the entire specrum, there may be
local variation in SNR. Even though more than one parameter can be changed at a
given time, we suggest you begin by changing just one parameter.
Once the program converges, it will pop-up a window showing the deconvolved spectra
of that chunk. The example of the first chunk is shown in Figure C.10.
Figure 11.10: The original spectra (red) is deconvolved (blue). Note that this is just one
chunk of the entire order 07 spectrum.
Figure C.12 shows the position of the first chunk in the entire spectrum of order 07.
Note that this step needs to be repeated for all the chunks. For the second chunk you
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will type in the following command:
./x.4-remove-ip 20070625vB10-free ord07.dat1 V 20070625-tell ord07.dat A1-
1000 IP 10000 5 15 250 501 120 1.0
Figure 11.11: The original spectra (red) is deconvolved (blue). Note only the first 250 pixels
of this spectrum was deconvolved. The command needs to be run for each chunk separetely
Note that the red is the observed spectra while the blue is the deconvolved spectra.
The convenience of this program is that the filename of a deconvolved spectra contains
the information of all the parameters used, except the SNR value.
In the gnuplot window that pops up, you can hit the ”a” key to see the part of the
spectra that has been deconvolved. Follow this process in working on remaining chunks.
Once all the chunks are completed you will have deconvolved the entire order. Then
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the whole process needs to be worked out for another order. This in general is the end
of the deconvolution process. The next steps are the computation of relative radial
velocities.
6. Computation of Relative Radial Velocities
In order to calculate the relative radial velocities of a target, we need to first correct
each epoch for its barycentric velocity. For the case of vB10 we have four epochs. We
thus need to create a coordinate file. Such a file will contain a list of target RA, DEC,
exposure time (ITIME), UTC, and Epoch. The file needs to be saved in a particular
format, namely ”infile.eph object-name”. The example of such a file is shown in Figure
C.12. Note that RA and DEC are copied only once. The rest of the file contains the
epoch, UTC, and the exposure time.
Note that this file is created in the BARY folder inside of RV-Dorada folder. So in the
terminal that has access to RV-Dorada folder, cd into BARY. Now type the following:
gedit infile.eph vB10
Now make sure you have all the parameters listed as shown in Figure C.12. It may
happen that you may have just two or three epochs rather than four. Thus make sure
to update accordingly.
Once you have prepared the infile, we will run the script to calculate the barycentric
velocity. This is done using:
./x.calcbary < infile.eph vB10
This process means that you input the infile into calcbary program and run it. Once
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Figure 11.12: infile.eph file contents
you run the program, you should see the barycentric velocity displayed on the screen. A
typical screenshot is seen below. Note that you may need to scroll up to get barycentric
velocities of all epochs. In Figure C.13 we see the barycentric velocity highlighted as
”Delta V”. In addition, the program also calculates the Local Standard Time (LST),
Julian Date (JD), and geocentric velocities.
Next we create a file that will contain the barycentric velocity of all epochs. To create
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such a file, we type in the terminal (which has access to BARY folder):
gedit list.dat
This will open a blank document. Now we copy the file names of telluric standard files
of the epochs and the telluric file target files. Such a list is shown in Figure C.14.
Figure 11.13: Barycentric Velocities
Make sure that the file names are listed in the same way. Even though we are working
with order 07, we still write the file name of order 01. We will see later, why this is
the case. Now beside the target file, which is 2nd and 4th line in Figure C.14, we copy
the barycentric velocity for that epoch and the velocity of the template beside it. As
in the figure, the 11804 is the barycentric velocity of vB10 in 2001 while 7938 is the
barycentric velocity of vB10 in 2007. As 2007 is our template, we copy the 7938 beside
the 11804.
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Figure 11.14: Barycentric Velocities
Now that we are ready with the list, we begin calculating the relative radial velocitiy.
The program that we use is x.C-produce-lists-one-IP-BARY.pl. To check the
parameters, we simply type:
head x.C-produce-lists-one-IP-BARY.pl
The parameters are:
(a) filelist: This is the file we created and called is ”list.dat”.
(b) Telluric reference file: this is HITRAN file with appropriate wavelength range.
(c) chi2 or CCF: We do not use cross-correlation function thus our choice is 1.
(d) improvements (0-3): This parameter makes improvements in the spectra of the
star. 0 means that just the wavelength solution is calibrated; 1 is the wavelength
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solution. This solution is corrected as in 0 however in addition the position of the
line changed. This change is brought about through squeezing and stretching the
spectra; 2 corresponds to the inclusion of 1, however the line depth are changed
to incorportate a better fit.
(e) replace order expression: one that is used earlier
(f) ...with this expression (actual order) —–¿ one you would like to use. This is
simply a convenience feature. As we saw the list.dat had only files for order 1.
We can change the files through the program itself. Thus the command used for
running this program is:
./x.C-produce-lists-one-IP-BARY.pl <list.dat in tell HITRAN Jband-
1.24-1.35 R200k.dat U 1 2 ord01 ord07
If the program needs to be run for order 02 then the command would be:
./x.C-produce-lists-one-IP-BARY.pl <list.dat in tell HITRAN Jband-
1.24-1.35 R200k.dat U 1 2 ord01 ord07
Once you run the program, you will get a screen as shown above. In this example
we ran the ord07 thus the file created was x.script-ord07.
We now run the script using the command:
./x.script-ord07
As the script begins to run. The script calculates the relative velocity through
chi-square minimization. In addition this process is done chunk by chunk and so
you should see the IP being plotted couple of times.
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The last files created can be looked at by typing the command: ls -ltr
You will notice that the program creates files which have the word CSF in them. Once
the program is done running. This may take some time, we create a directory called
RESULTS and copy all the files with CSF in them.
mkdir RESULTS
cp *CSF* RESULTS/
Now that we have the chi-square minimum values for each chunk, we want to find the
minimum value by fitting a polynomial to the minimum values. To do that make sure
to copy the program x.D determine-peak-poly to the results directory. Now cd into
the RESULTS directory.
The polynomial program as input requires the CSF files. For this we create a list:
ls -1 *CSF* ¿ list.dat
We now look at the program in more detail. Type the following to see the parameters:
./x.D determine-peak-poly list.dat
This will present the parameters that need to be entered:
(1) Filelist — list.dat
(2) number of velocity ranges.... —- this means that from the minimum it takes up to
plus and minus 8 km/s values.
(3) Searching for chi2-minimum... —- we choose chi-square minimum.
(4) order of the polynomial...—— this is a little tricky. One needs to choose an
optimum order to get a good velocity.
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For this example we use the following command:
./x.D determine-peak-poly list.dat 8 1 6
This basically completes the calculations of relative radial velocity.
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